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Chief Editor's Message

360° Wellness: A Juggle to Balance
Take eleven small crazy balls in both hands and try to juggle them without dropping any of those... looks
difficult as we are not jugglers... right! Now imagine these are wellness balls each one defines wellness
such as physical, intellectual, emotional, social, ethical, cultural, creative, occupational, environmental
and spiritual wellness around us. Can you drop any one ball for the other? Probably not! Can you hold few
ball of wellness tight and let other balls fall? Probably not! Wellness is not a choice to hold or let loose like
balls it's a way of life and being human we need to juggle to balance these wellness defining quality of our
life in Toto.
Many of us think of wellness only in terms of physical and mental health. Understanding wellness itself
may be a concept to contradict with what other's perspective of wellness may be. When wellness
originated in management from Ohio State University, it sounded more like a copy book exercise. Slowly,
it got acceptance that these are ideals and cannot be fixed as standards, however, it may guide to lead
the happy healthy human life. It's natural at different times to focus on some dimensions of wellness over
others, and balancing the Eleven Dimensions in our own lives is an ongoing process.
Physical strength and well being refers to keeping away from disease with right food, right sleep and right
abilities to work. The intellectual well being is to continuously learning new things and using logic with a
purpose. The Social well being refers to developing a sense of connection, belongingness and peaceful
co existence. The Emotional wellness is balancing to cope effectively with challenges of life; the financial
wellness is nothing but to feel secure for present and future needs (and not greed). The wellness in
environment is living in harmony in stimulating and happy surroundings that supports wellbeing for all
living beings with justice, fairness and equality. Spiritual wellness is reflected in realizing inner potential,
expanding a sense of purpose and meaning in life. Ethical well being is the sense of righteousness in all
thoughts and actions. Creative well being is ability to express and articulate inner-self in any form.
Occupational wellness is to contribute to best of your abilities and potential at work. Cultural wellbeing is
sense of nurture, care, enhance and empower all with camaraderie.
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We can't have everything in perfect ratio however; we can practice to balance these dimensions.
Everyday activities that might not at first seem related to wellness can help us develop, thrive, succeed,
enjoy life, and deal constructively with life challenges.
Indian scriptures are full of philosophical and spiritual insights to well being and happy life. Be it Ayurveda
or idealism, be it purity of life or bliss, India has given the world a lot of gyan, however, the question to
ponder are- Where our citizens stand when it comes to 360° wellness? Whether policies at our
government, education, HRD, organization cater to foster 360° wellness? Whether the children in schools
ever put into wellness training in formative ages? Have we as parents set examples of wellness in front of
our children? Have we as professionals in HR and L&D have put enough efforts to make 360° wellness as a
mandate for organization culture and not an annual ritual?
Very recently, New Zealand pioneered to make provision of billions for the “Wellness Budget”. The focus
is to make the country both as a great place to make a living and a great place to make a life. UAE has a
minister for state for Happiness and a dedicated National Program for Happiness and Positivity. Bhutan
measures Gross National Happiness over nine domains: Psychological well being, health, education,
time use, cultural diversity, good governance, community vitality, ecological diversity and living
standards. These measures track the effectiveness of policies over time. If these relatively smaller
countries can strive to set national agenda for wellness, can't we as nation set an agenda for
development in true sense with long term goals of fostering wellness? Think about it.
I leave readers with a thought that in the Golden Jubilee year of ISTD can we do our bit towards 360°
wellness and join hands with all professionals and lend a hand to policy makers and build India a happy
healthy place to live...
We encourage our readers to mail their comments, feedbacks or suggestions.

Dr. Rajeshwari Narendran
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Interview with
Sharu Rangnekar
Eminent Management Guru, Teacher
Author of Best Selling Books on Management

Kindly enlighten with professional journey
I did my Chemical Engineering from Mumbai, MBA from USA and carried out research work at Carnegie Mellon
University, Pittsburg, USA. I did management training with ICA in UK and computer training with IBM and Union Carbide
in USA. My executive career was for 28 years with Ibcon, ICI, Union Carbide, and Searle (India). I took an early
retirement to devote myself to education and training. Being founder of ISTD I started with ISTD Diploma Program as
one of the first unique course for specialization in training and development designed for professional and aspiring
trainers.
How the ISTD Diploma programme started?
First we started with ISTD, as an organization, which came into inception with the promotion by Ford Foundation. The
Ford Foundation suggested that India needs an exclusive training and development organization. Those were the
times when we had Indian Society of Personnel Management, which used to cover training and development function
under its umbrella. However, Ford Foundation insisted to separate the training development functions, hence, I put
together a group of like minded professionals in Calcutta(Kolkata) brought some people from Bombay(Mumbai) like
Mr. J.P. Sehgal from Britannia, Mr. Parthasarthi from Southern Group, and myself from Union Carbide. We worked
together and we started making a distinction for Training and Development from Personnel Management which
typically involved labour laws, labour disputes and so on. At that time personnel job was expanding very much
towards developing people rather than controlling, however, all the laws were directed towards controlling their
employees like hiring them, giving them contracts and to take the disciplinary actions and so on. We emphasized that
laws and controls are important only for 5 percent people who are troublemakers the rest of 95 % of the employees do
not give troubles and so better we direct them towards development and constructive contributions by inculcating a
culture of training and development. Thus Indian Society for Training and Development made a meaningful start with
a great purpose for people to grow and develop them for their present and future roles.
We started mostly towards the heads of all the training department of various companies and followed up with them
extensively for hosting trainings for them, the sad part was that that there was hardly any budget for training and
development. Most of the trainings were traditional and technical in nature. To start management oriented training, the
challenge was to generate money and create a budgetary head for furthering the training programs; hence, we started
generating money by holding training programs. The training programs were highly patronized. Every company got
interested once the purpose was understood. As ISTD we started training, first every big company had training
program with internal and external facilitators, then slowly they started with impressive infrastructures then positive
mindset and climate followed. This flourished the concept of ISTD and its existence got strong foot hold and core
competencies got strengthened.
ISTD Trainers and facilitators got huge recognitions on behalf of ISTD. This was the Boom period from 1950 to 1980. By
1980-90 everybody even in small organizations felt training was required. It is interesting to note that there was dearth
of trained professionals in Management, mostly got drifted from different core functions like Production, Finance,
Marketing or Industrial Engineering etc. interestingly few of these were either the rejects or the surplus people
5
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handling Training. However, when we started real training managers then the training started in real sense and in right
manner.
I, myself, conducted about 8000 training programs at various organizations and at various locations across the country
which continued for very long. In fact in 1978 at the age of 50 I took retirement because there were so many invitations
for training programs so I said, this is the time to make most of it as there my passion was calling … I got engrossed as
Training was much more interesting. Searle India, a small pharmaceutical company volunteering paying well; it used to
pay at that time Rs.10,000 a day for a training program which was highly lucrative and phenomenal remuneration. Even
teaching per hour was paid a sum of Rs 1000 I used to get monthly earning of 2 lakh easily. So it started that way in 1970,
I had the golden period where I used to take as many as 18 lectures in a month plus few training programs making it a
busy time of life.
What Challenges have been there in training profession?
Sharu:Around year 2000 more and more MBAs came into the picture. They felt they know management and they don't
need training programs and what they don't know can be grabbed from Google. Suddenly the attendance in training
program dropped and companies also slowly did not invite external faculty since they had internal faculty with MBA.
These ratios created hard to sell programs. In fact some training programs failed to pass the test of changing times and
newer demands of the industry so they all faded. Even the ISTD at one time used to do flagship highly popular
programs at Mussorie, Dehradun or Delhi every year having so much rush to get registered in these programs. Lately,
the same programs failed to attract even ten participants, the break even was 30 participants minimum, but those were
getting over. We were unable to run programs and ISTD was facing troubles. Hence, the third phase of Training and
Development was there of the age of training where people were coming for learning but felt they knew more than the
trainers. I talked about these too many times but they were lacking the attitude and motivation to go for the training.
Going for training became more fancier due to location, five star hotels, resorts the luxuries rather than anything else.
Was learning compromised in such trainings?
Sharu: No learning takes place once you put a chap there in training session, one quarter of learning comes because of
the situation, one quarter of the learning is from the faculty and the participants and third quarter from the general
atmosphere and last quarter from the chap from himself.., so learning will always take place.
I was on the panel which was held to decide how should we recruit for the MBA programs because this was 1971
people were wondering because it was MBA course but masters in business administration the university said we
cannot give it unless we could have bachelor of administration the question was who do we admit. At one time there
was only one MBA institute in Bombay Jamna Lal Bajaj Institute of Management with an intake capacity of 30 students.
There was a committee including me to check whether we should have any additional institute and government was
apprehensive that there were hardly any jobs for them and how can we issue additional seats? My response was clear
that that sometimes the supply creates the demand so we approved additional seats this way. I remember I was in
Board and Reserve Bank of India was convinced with same idea. Reserve Bank was not allowing branches and the
point of concern was that having too many branches and too few customers, it will be bad, I said no in case of branches
the supply creates demand the more branches we have more people are attracted to that when they don't see any
branch, the brand is out of their mind. Similar thing happens with case of MBA programs, so we started with some
programs required on that time, but today in Bombay itself there were 300 institutes and they are producing, in fact
whole of the India has got more than 4500 institutes offering MBA.
What was the thought behind ISTD Diploma?
Sharu: It started because we felt we should have some kind of standard created, so we created a basic structure niche
of that time. The idea was to create a benchmark when anyone wants to recruit people in training and development
they would know where to look up to. We created a basic qualification. We created structured curriculum. It was more
important to create the atmosphere for the respect a certified training and development profession would deserve.
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Is it more generalistic that MBA's just have knowledge of management but to become a trainer it requires all
together a different set of skill or competency what you call about like holding your audience, giving the content
delivery and making it happen in a way that knowledge actually transmitted from the trainer to trainee
That can only be judged by putting the chap, in the class or training session like you throw a person in water and do a
reality check whether he or she can swim? You can't judge it by any experiment paper rather everybody every recruiter
has to take the risk like most corporate may have written tests followed by skill or practical examination after a class.
ISTD Diploma was accepted with a sense of pride like any certificate from IIMs. It's like a stamp of quality. Dr Anil
Khandelwal who later became the chairman of Bank of Baroda and Dena bank was the first gold medalist of the
diploma program.
It has become more fashionable business for some these days to call themselves trainer/ consultant, but you are
one of those first consultant in India like it such a big name anywhere you see that name ok Rangnekar ji … people
would be awestruck … they feel so high…… how do you feel about that?
I tell you a story that my granddaughter did CA in the first attempt and she walked up to me and asked that she is
looking for a job can you help me? I said find out where the jobs are and assured her that if the senior executives are
known, I will write them a letter. As promised, I wrote letters to at least four known senior persons stating that she is CA
in her first attempt. She gave 10 interviews and after the 10th interview she got the offer from the Vedanta group for 6
lakh per anumn, it was a very big offer, she was very happy. Then I asked her during interviews did anybody asked that
you are Anshu Rangnekar and how are you related to Sharu Rangnekar? She said “NO” not a single one. She exclaimed
that junior people don't know your name only upper level might know the name Rangnekar…That was the time realized
that now people don't even recognize this name! Which is alright… it is happening in every field! Peter Druker was such
a big brand once upon a time. Today, people laugh at him talk bitter about him. Remembering the old times, I want to
share a one of the admiring stories. On a Gurupurnima day one of the admirers said “Taal me Taal Bhopal ka Taal baki
sab talaiyya, guru me manenge toh Rangnekar baki sab guraiyya”(small bird). Similarly I would say many think that they
are superb and rest of the other are guraiyya...Time makes you guraiyya if you fail to learn something new continuously.
Training is the field where knowledge keeps getting renewed fast.
For example If I go to a technical batch and say I am a Chemical Engineer from 1951 batch people would say you are
obsolete as everything changed ever since.
In every field of professional knowledge, people get obsolete. Learning continually is the big factor; hence, I am not
surprised it happens. The clan who can continuously update and upgrade their knowledge and skills are only few say
5-10% and they are the ones who keep on doing better for long times. Hence, despite all schemes of government to
support or any other motivation only few trainers do very well rest can hardly keep a job. You see the point is that in
banking the person who is known as the book keeper does the job for ever; can you have a trainers' job forever? I
started with program evaluation of PERT which was very popular at that time. Later it faded so the trainers in PERT
were disqualified. Then came transaction analysis now it is almost irrelevant…These patterns change in every 2-3 years
now even a new trainer may not be knowing basics of PERT or even the transaction analysis
I have seen a lot of new and innovative methods you led or devised. You are for excellent linguistic and poetic
skills, using shayari(couplets) that always came handy to you it makes you very popular, it makes you close to
people's heart! Secondly I am aware you're using movies as a learning tool was out of box technique to engage
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The need of the hour was to create flagship program hence we started Diploma in Training and Development and got it
approved by the then ministry of higher education ( MoHRD now). The early takers were from the public sector and
from the government; slowly it got established and served as must qualification as the governments requires
minimum standards of qualification whereas the private sector may check on real skills to get the person with fitment.
ISTD Diploma thus set a benchmark to all aspirants in this profession even it served as gateway to a government job.
MBAs also served such purposes.

Segment - 1

participants. Movies like lagan or chak de India.. you have used in the age when nobody would have even thought
about all those innovative ideas.
No! But all those ultimately faded! Because the technology changed. I started at 32 mm films which I produced.. about
8 films with very high costs..it sold like hot cakes as people said they don't understand Peter Drucker I made it simple.
There is a limitation in a market. They might start with audio cassettes, audio video cassettes and then CDs. Here, the
technology defeated me! The CDs can serve as master copy, so, I started creating CDs. Originally with 30 mm film with
the cost of each film it sold at as high as price of Rs.5000/-, then when it become video cassette I made it Rs.1000/and in CD I further reduced it to Rs. 500/- I started selling it n for Rs 200/- The market becomes down.
Now people are using platforms, they are using artificial intelligence to enhance the training programs and its
market
Its OK! It should come up, in this training and development field nobody can establish something forever. The idea to
connect people may be through books, cassettes, movies and so on. My experience with book had been the most
disappointing. My first book “In the wonderland of Indian manager” sold one lakh copies in eight languages but now it is
not sold at all. Now people don't even turn to read printed books. Few naïve people who are beginners, ask me where
to get the book published? Then I say, if you want to make money don't bother about the books they won't give you any
money.
Sir, lasltly I would like to ask a question when you look back at all these years what major learning that you still
cherish in your heart, which have made a thought in your mind and strengths to you
I would say that pleasure to me was to engage people in discussion. It would come up every time with something new
because people used to ask questions, which were different. This was very-very interesting and today we don't get
that kind of questions. People don't listen to what they already know. And what they don't know they get it from
Google, the instant noodles kind, you know very fast solutions, the generation is definitely changing. We can't blame
the people, they change before …they change after. The question is what way can you invent as of now...for example
the real challenge for training and development is to create to use artificial intelligence to create faculty
What worked 10 thousand years ago will not work today! In gurukul days they use to have one guru and scholars
remained with guru for 12 years and came out and there after you never required a guru so only one guru for 12 years
and whole life you are done. Each of one now have 100s of gurus if you live longer your will have more gurus. You don't
go back, because whatever is happening is more comfortable, costs less and has big market for now. "Future is for
best"
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Interview with
Prof. J. Philip
Chairman of XIME, Bangalore
Former Director at IIM-Bangalore

Kindly share your professional milestones diving down the memory lane. This sharing will be a great inspiration
for many.
I will start the chronicling of milestones in my career with my joining XLRI as an young Asst. Professor on July 4, 1960,
immediately after my two years of studies there for M.A. (HR). I had never even dreamt that such a thing would happen!
But it happened. Thus I became a teacher!
XLRI sending me to Harvard Business School in 1965 for the International Teachers Programme in Business
Administration was another milestone. One of the purposes of sending me to Harvard was for me to come back and
start the new PGDM Programme at XLRI. We started it first as an evening programme and in July 1968 as the full-time
programme. I was the cofounder of the Programme with late Fr. Jim Collins SJ. Starting the Programme from ground
zero was a great experience. I was also the key architect of the curriculum. Even today I enjoy periodic tinkering with
the curriculum. That is a happening thing at XIME which I founded in 1991.
XLRI was like a home for me. It was and is a great place to work. The Jesuits there helped me to grow as a professional.
All the same, I left XLRI in 1971 for industry– first to SAIL and then to Oberoi Group (13 ½ years in all) to enhance my
managerial capability and to understand the true working of business organizations. Now I would like to mention that it
was a great decision I took. With those experiences, I could see and feel the difference in me when I took over as the
Director of IIM-Bangalore in April, 1985.
The Directorship of IIM-B was another milestone. However, I must admit that if I ever knew how troubled the IR
situation at IIM-B was, I would have never joined that place. It was awful-worse than a Public Sector manufacturing
enterprise. On this let me reproduce a paragraph from my book Institution Building in India (2007):
Employee Discipline
Employee discipline at the Institute was one of the worst among such institutions in the country. For years the
Institute was continuously rocked by labour troubles. The workers' union had even named the main foyer of
the Institute as “Victory Hall” as a mark of their so called victory against the former Director. They forcibly
wrote this sign in bold red letters on the main foyer. The worst challenge to management authority at the
Institute was the forced occupation of the Office meant for the former Director, by the Employees Union in
1983. All these years they steadfastly refused to vacate this office.
I must say one or two things from my SAIL days when I was the Principal of the Management College of the Company in
Ranchi.
For the first in India I had decided to develop our Training Calendar in consultation with the senior line executives, HR
and Training Chiefs from the Steel Plants. Accordingly, sometime in January 1972 I had a meeting of senior line
Executives, GMs(HR) and Superintendents of Training from all the Steel Plants of SAIL to decide on what kind of
training that we should offer. That made our 'users' accept our training programmes more readily.
9
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Concurrently we also did a study on “Training Needs in HSL (it was Hindustan Steel at that time). Again that was the first
of its kind in India.
I started a good Journal at SAIL in October 1972 for the benefit of Managers. Again, the first in the Public Sector. It still
continues as an excellent journal – GROWTH.
XIME, was the most exciting thing in my life. To create and build an academic institution from the scratch and that too
with a glorious original capital of Rs.10,000/- was a dream come true, really. And of course, capitation fee or donation
was a 'no-no'.
The day we inaugurated our permanent campus of XIME on 10th March 2002, the day we inaugurated our second
campus in Kochi on 2nd December 2012, and the third one in Chennai on 29th July 2016, the day the first PGDM batch of
students of XIME numbering 58 graduated on 10th May 1997 were all truly memorable events.
Every time I think of it, I think of God's Blessings. Almost from ground zero, we built 3 first-rate Business Schools in three
Principal South Indian Cities – Bangalore, Chennai and Kochi.
I must go back for a moment to the formation of the Association of Indian Management Schools (AIMS) in 1988. I was at
that time Director of IIM-B. I was concerned that there was no real exchange or communication between IIMs and the
University Departments of Management or affiliated MBA colleges. I began to think that there was need for a common
platform for Business Schools of India. That led me to the convening of a Conference of leading Indian Business
Schools at IIM-B in August 1988. The original purpose was to discuss the New Education Policy propounded by the
HRD Ministry. At that Conference I presented a paper on creating an Indian Business Schools Network. Based on that
paper, the Conference passed a resolution on August 27, 1988 which read:
“This Assembly of Heads of Management Institutions resolves that a network of Managements Institutions
offering post-graduate courses be constituted”.
From that resolution at the IIM-B Conference, AIMS took shape with myself as the First President. I continued as the
President for four years. During those years I was able to put AIMS on its legs – strong and vibrant. I am indeed happy at
this distinctive contribution on my part to the Business School system of the country.
Let me add a point here on my deep involvement with ISTD starting with the foundation of ISTD Ranchi Chapter,
becoming its President in 1979-80, and then its President Emeritus, and finally the Chairman of its Advisory Board.
Almost five decades of association. But the most exciting thing in my ISTD relations was when I was declared as the
'Best Member' of the year in 1979. I immensely cherished that recognition.
I may reserve for the last the incident that changed my life almost entirely-something which violently tossed my life
and put it upside-down. That was the grievous death of my dearest daughter Maria on September 30, 1986, in a freak
accident in Chennai. She was 22½ and studying for her MA (HR). A week before her death, I had met her in Chennai. In
that meeting, she said as if in a hurry and as if there was an inner compulsion, that I should start a Business School after
my tenure with IIM-B. Next week she was gone. I began to think that perhaps she came to the world to give me that
message. After her death in September 30, 1986, that was my commitment – to build a first-class Business School for
the benefit of the young men and women of India.
You are one of the gems of India who have role modelled finest combination of Industry and Academia. How these
experiences shaped you and your interventions? How can industry get best out of academia and vice versa?
If I had not gone to industry, I don't think I would have ever become anything near to what I did. I was also very lucky to
have some great bosses:
Ÿ
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At XLRI – Fr. Edward McGrath SJ & William N Tom SJ

At SAIL – Mr. R.P. Billimoria, Director(Personnel) and later Chairman.

Ÿ

At Oberoi – Mr. PRS Oberoi

Ÿ

At IIM-B – The great Mr. Abid Hussain, IAS

Ÿ

And at XIME – I knew the 'man above' was guiding me.

Certain things I cultivated in me (basically Druckers' intellectual influence) 'Focus' and 'Perseverance'. Harvard gave
me a thirst for excellence.
XLRI made me a reasonably good communicator (A key skill for managers and leaders)
SAIL strengthened my interpersonal competence.
The Family Credo was “do something”! “Don't be a passer-by”.
You have been visionary Institution builder for XIME- Bangalore, Kochi and Chennai along with Association of
Indian Management Schools and Association of BRICS Business Schools. What kind of future is foreseen for
Management Education generally in India and specifically in international panorama? Why we are unable to
feature in best B-Schools of the world?
Management education has now emerged as the most sought after education in the country. IIMs, XLRI, SP Jain or
similar schools' products are most valued and priced. The acceptance of the profession of MBA education is steadily
on the climb. And it is my prediction that a good MBA product of a top class B-School will carry more respect in the
social milieu as we master the 4.0 industrial revolution and the technology revolution. It was always my view that in the
international manager-market we will be No.2, only after the U.S.
IIMs getting the MBA tag was a revolutionary step. It is going to attract international students, international faculty and
international recognition for our top B-Schools. It is my prediction that by 2025 we will have at least seven B-Schools in
the top 50 world-wide. The number will keep climbing up. This calls for some bold and imaginative steps on the part of
the Government.
1.

Separate B-Schools from the Engineering stream for the purpose of regulation. It makes no sense to tie up
post-graduate management education with under-graduate technical education.

2.

Reinvigorate the All India Board of Management Studies to oversee management education,

3.

Any B-School which gets five-year accreditation of NBA or equivalent international Accreditation Agency is to
be given MBA granting right as was done in the case of IIMs.

4.

Don't allow any more affiliated colleges to offer MBAs. Very many of them are laggards in the system.

5.

Encourage the university affiliated colleges to join the PGDM system. Tell them to be on their own or get lost.

6.

Eventually I foresee 3 categories of B-Schools in the country:
i) About 60 National B-Schools.
ii) About 400 University Departments of Management; and
iii) About 1000 PGDM schools. That is it.

A fifty percent shake-out. In that process the aberration of the affiliation system will end.
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With this kind of a drastic change, extreme shortage of competent faculty will also get resolved. With the crutch of
affiliation being taken away, the new set of PGDM Schools will fight for the market on competence, innovation and
globalization. In this globalized world, management education must get globalized with no more 'Thaluka variety' Bschools in our land.
On the creative side, I will request the MHRD to establish or help in establishing five top-class B-Schools Teacher
Training Schools like the earlier Harvard International Teachers' 'Programme in Management'. In education, autonomy
is key to performance and growth. I am sure our B-Schools will get their rightful place in the global order if they enjoy
freedom; like business organizations in the country, to grow, diversify, acquire other institutions, merge, partner with
foreign institution, innovate and change.
Over the years the professional associations like ISTD, NHRDN or NIPM have witnessed ripples of major changes.
What are the pain areas and how can we overcome? What can unify these distinct yet similar associations to cater
to needs of profession, society and largely national agenda?
I am strongly of the view that ISTD and NHRD Network must merge. There is no need to have two associations in the
same space. The merger will create a new broad-based, muscular and aggressive association which could serve the
profession better. A group of elders like T.V. Rao, R.R. Nair, Uddesh Kohli and Prof. Virmani can quietly work on this
objective. If the resources of these two bodies are put together, we shall have a formidable association that can play a
greater role in the HRD policy and programmes of the Union and State Governments. I know this will hurt the prides and
egos of some. But it needs to be done for the greater good of the profession. Bringing in NIPM may be a difficult
proposition.
As a Chairman of Advisory Board what would be your suggestion to strengthen ISTD and take it to next level.
We have a lot of able and well-meaning professionals at the helm of affairs of ISTD. But perhaps, what is needed is a
creative and forward looking action plan. For example:
i)

What have we created in terms of training material?

ii)

Do we have an active research and case development programme?

iii)

Has ever there been a good review of the National T&D Diploma Progrmme with a view to make the
curriculum current with much more class room training - something like 20% of the total course load. Trainees
need action skills, not theories?

iv)

Involve some leading B-Schools as partners in providing such class room training.

v)

Develop a three-year plan for action and growth.

Leadership, networking ability and industry support are key requirements for persons in top positions. As a fraternity
we should have the maturity, wisdom and sagacity to look for true leaders with national standing to be in the top
positions of ISTD so that we get the attention and respect of the industry and Government.
We have seen you as 80 years young professional busy as always tirelessly contributing for excellence and
enriching education. What keeps you going and what are the landmark learnings which you would like to share
with all aspiring professionals?
I remember attending several years ago a Programme of David C. McCelland (the Guru of Achievement Motivation) in
Calcutta. He had set out a number of exercises on the issue of nAch, nAff & nPower. I remember hearing from him that I
seem to be having a fairly strong 'achievement orientation'. May be that was what had worked in me all these years:
i.

Whether at XLRI

ii.

SAIL

iii.

Oberoi
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iv.

IIM-B, or

v.

at XIME

Even today at 83, I work almost up to 11.30 every night. I keep asking myself every quarter as to whether I have done
something new. Stephen Convey and Peter Ducker are the two thinkers who influenced me most.
Drucker on the Disciplines of MBO and Time Management; and
Stephen Convey with his Powerful reminder:
“Start with the end in mind”. That 'end' is truly 'the end'.
If we believe in this, why don't we do something worthwhile during the 60,70 or 80 years that the 'man above' has given
us? My good wishes to all the readers of IJTD Journal.

“Gaps are created not by 'what is said’ But by how
it is said. What is said reaches the Mind. How it is
said reaches the Heart. There is no way to win the
Mind without winning the Heart.”
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That may also be what led me to initiate the formation of the Ranchi Management Association, the rebuilding the
Cheshire Home in Ranchi, the creation of the Association of Indian Management Schools or rebuilding IIM-B and put it
firmly on its journey to excellence. And, of course, XIME. I have the distinction of being the only IIM Director so far who
had ventured into building a new B-School.

Segment - 1

Interview with
Padma Bhushan N. Vittal
I.A.S. (Retd.)
Former Central Vigilance Commissioner
and Author
Kindly share your professional and personal journey of life with turning points and milestones. Who all shaped and
inspired you as role models.
We live our lives one day at a time. When you reach a ripe old age like 81, you realise that life is like a long interesting
journey.Here is a brief look at my journey.
Born on 31st January 1938 at Tiruvanthapuram, Kerala, I graduated in 1958 from the University of Madras with a degree
of BSc (Hon) Chemistry from Loyola College, Chennai. My mother tongue is Marathi and I am fluent in Tamil, Hindi and
Gujarati.
After a short stint as a lecturer in Jamal Mohammad College, Tiruchirapalli, I joined the IAS in 1960 (Gujarat cadre). In my
early years in Gujarat, I was closely connected with industrial management and policy making. I was Development
Commissioner Kandla Free Trade Zone, Ministry of Commerce, 1974- 77. The zone which was languishing for 9 years
from 1965 when it was founded, significantly increased the number of units and total exports in my tenure.
I was Industries Commissioner, Gujarat from 1977 to 1980 and during this period, Gujarat became the first State in the
country to set up District Industry Centres throughout the State.
I was Managing Director of the Gujarat Narmada Valley Fertilizer Company (GNFC) from 1982-87. During my tenure,
GNFC became a model public sector enterprise not only in terms of profitability but also in terms of social development
and environmental protection. I picked the initiative to get the minor port of Dahej which had never handled ships earlier,
fit for importing fertilizers. I was also instrumental in establishing the first English medium college at Bharuch- the
Narmada College of Science and Commerce, affiliated to South Gujarat University, Surat.
Two significant sectors where the Indian economy has done well are Information Technology and Telecommunication.
I occupied three policy making positions in both these sectors which helped me to play a significant role. From June
1990 I was Secretary to the Govt of India, Dept of Electronics, now renamed as Dept of Information Technology. From
October 1993 to September 1994, I was Chairman Telecom Commission. As Secretary Dept of Electronics, I took the
initiative for setting up the Software Technology Parks and evolved timely and specific policy packages for promoting
the industry. As Chairman of Telecom Commission, I played a key role in drafting the historic 1994 National Telecom
Policy which threw open telecommunications to the private sector for the first time and paved the way for its
spectacular growth.
After retiring from IAS in 1996, I was appointed by the Govt of India to be Chairman of the Public Enterprises Selection
Board. I made the procedures of PESB more transparent and improved its pace and effectiveness of work.
On September 3rd 1998, I was appointed the Central Vigilance Commissioner, being the first CVC selected by the new
procedure prescribed by the Supreme Court under which the selection was to be made by a Committee consisting of
the Prime Minister, the Home Minister and the leader of the Oppostion in the Lok Sabha. As the CVC, I was able to bring
greater visibility, credibility and effectiveness to this organisation. I am remembered for using IT to fight corruption for
the first time in the world and also pushing the public sector brands to computerise their operations on a wide basis.
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After retirement from active service as CVC in September 2002, I have been active in the areas of education and IT
sector. I headed the Committee of People Empowerment (COPE), December 2002 to April 2004. I was also Chairman of
the sub-committee on data field and data verification for UIDAI (2009).

In my life the most important role models were my father and mother, who inculcated the values of integrity and
absolute faith in our family deity Lord Venkateshwara. Next was my first teacher and tuition master at home Sri
Ananthasubramani Iyer, who ingrained in me love for learning and knowledge, especially English. Next in my family
circle, my cousin Raghavendran who was a bibliophile, my uncle Rama Rao was another who opened to me the world of
books. In the service, there were many but the most significant were Sarvashri LP Singh, ICS ,HC Sarin, ICS, BS Raghavan,
SM Ghosh, M Sivagyanam, SJ Coelho and KR Krishnaswamy Rao Saheb.
You are an icon in constructive leadership. What makes a visionary leader and what challenges one can anticipate
in the path of being ethically strong and how can these challenges be encountered without compromising on
values.
I cherish three values - a positive mind set, a creative approach and absolute faith in God. The positive mind set makes
you look at every problem as an opportunity and automatically inculcates creativeness . The faith in God gives you the
requisite stamina to carry on and hold on to your efforts when others may easily give up. People around you watch you
and automatically become your willing followers. That makes you a leader.
Ethical strength comes if you apply the following three tests to every decision and action of yours.
a. Is it legal?
b. Is it fair?
c. Is the action such that if if becomes public you will feel embarrassed?
If every action of yours passes these tests you will never come to trouble. Equally important is acting in real time and
keeping a record of the rationale for every decision which is likely to be controversial. Keeping such a record is the best
insurance against harrassment in professional life.
You have revolutionalized the term Total Quality People as people of the nation are the biggest investment. In this
regard, what needs to be done in our country.
Good governance is the formula for getting total quality people. Good governance must be focussed on
four elements:
a. Rule of Law
b. Minimum corruption
c. Creating an environment where every citizen can realise his full human potential
d. Optimizing total factor productivity
What role and support professional bodies, industry, education institutions, NGOs or simply the citizens of India
can render to the government in churning out the best talents and utlise them for the true HRD for the masses.
a. These bodies can evolve standard operating procedures and skills for each sector
b. Inculcate professional code of ethics for each profession
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I have authored 15 books covering management, governance and sociology.
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The current issue of IJTD is focusing on 360 degrees of wellness including physical, mental, emotional, social,
cultural and spiritual wellnes- what needs to be done in fostering the 360 degrees wellness right from formative
years as we are behind in wellness index compared to many developing countries in the world.
We must apply the principles of designing an aircraft for running on autopilot. This would mean invoking two TsTransparency and TINA (There Is No Alternative) factor. In every system in every sector we must ensure that the right
people occupy the right positions and they continue to remain right. Transparency is the ultimate guarantee to ensure
this.

FOR MEMBERS / CONTRIBUTORS / AUTHORS
Dear Member,
IJTD looks for stimulating articles based on research and scholarship or significant experiences of learning in the
field of management, human resource & development. It encourages writings rooted in Indian conditions for
problems unique to India and confirming to International reference points. Its ambit includes management
problems and their innovative and effective solutions in business enterprises of both public and private sectors as
well as socially oriented non-profit seeking organizations and institutions.
We invite research papers, case studies and book reviews around the following themes for the next 3 issues :1.

Apr-Jun 2019:

Changing Paradigms of Work Culture: India & Asia

2.

Jul- Sep 2019:

Futuristic Talent Management: From top to bottom of pyramid

3.

Oct- Dec 2019:

Corporate Social Responsibility, L&D and HR : Touching lives

4.

Jan-March 2020: Trends in Industrial Relations and Labour Laws

The Length of the Article to be 2500-3000 words (approx. 5-6 pages) and case study length 5000 words. The last
date for submission: 20th July, 2019 (April-June, 2019 issue)
“All papers have to be strictly as per APA format only and the papers must have relevant data Analytics and
implications included in Asian context largely and Indian context specifically.”
Please send your articles to the following email ids :
1.
3.

rajeshwari.narendran@gmail.com
ijtdsubscription@gmail.com

2.
4.

executivedirector@istd.co.in
accounts@istd.co.in

Look forward to your active contribution of sharing articles for Indian Journal of Training and Development ( IJTD)
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Interview with
Yuvraj Srivastava
GROUP CHRO
MakeMyTrip, GoIbibo and Redbus

What has been your professional journey (in a snapshot)? How do you look down the memory lane when you
started and how do see the journey so far ? Pls tell us about your role model and also those who inspired you and
made what you are today.
My journey has been quite unconventional and I think a lot of my career decisions were governed by the need at that
point of time in the career and some amount of foresight about the years ahead. Biggest turning point was moving from
a secured job of Armed forces and jumping into the Corporate world. I believe my grooming in Army, initial years of
learning HR in Asian Paints, MBA from IMT contributed immensely to my ability to handle complex roles. If I look back at
the journey, I do feel sense of accomplishment and surely owe it to best wishes of family and friends. I also think that
unstinted faith in superiors, adaptability with the organisations culture and ability to be positive in every circumstances
have helped me do whatever I have done in my professional career.
In terms of my role models or people who inspired me, if I force myself to think, I realise that it is not only about people
whom I considered as a role model, had to contribute to my learnings, but also people whom I did not like, had a role to
play in my professional grooming. Former set of people inspired me to do certain things in life whereas latter , helped in
deciding what not to do in the professional life. I also feel that my role models kept on changing over a period of time
and they were not constant. In my early Army days, one of my senior officer was my role model because he used to
write very well and was also an ace performer in all the Army courses, but as I moved ahead in my career many people
inspired me…I had always been great admirer of leaders and people who are humble, soft spoken and humane. I loved
my Commanding Officer in early 90s while serving in Kashmir Valley, Col (Retired as Brig) N V Nair for his assertive
behaviour, professional demeanour and consistency and fairness in dealing with everyone, I learnt a lot observing Mr P
M Murthy (erstwhile CEO&MD of Asian Paints), he was a man of few words, very humble, very suave and perceptive. My
list of people whom I admired also includes Sanjeev Chaddha, Ex Chairman and CEO PepsiCo India for his ability to put
people at ease in conversation and excellent communication skills, my current CEO Rajesh Magow is a man to admire
for and role model for his exceptional strategic thought process and extremely composed and mature demeanour. As
I said earlier that my role models have always changed because I think that is the sign of personal growth, at the young
age your vision is still constricted and as you grow, you meet many more people who influence you.
How the landscape of employee wellness programs have changed over a period of 2 decades ? What have been
leading trends in India and the world?
I think employee wellness emanated from certain statutory provisions in the employment laws and were mostly
carried out earlier as a compliance need. However, as socioeconomic landscape changed in India and at other places,
workplace and workforce demography also underwent , as a result. A couple of decades back wellness programs
were more focussed on physical health and recuperation and it was with the philosophy of doing it as a 'good to do'
initiative. However, now a days it has also encompassed mental and emotional well-being as a part of deliverable
besides physical health. I would again say that initiatives in the corporate world be it in the wellness arena or any other
field has a true reflection of changes in the eco-system. Now a days life has become fast paced due to intrusion of
technology in the personal space e.g. mobile phones with emails, video calls etc has transgressed in the personal time
and space of individuals hence wellness in today's world has lot to do with providing work life balance, emotional
counselling, helping people de-stress etc.
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Another aspect of change is seamless integration of wellness initiatives with the daily working life. Our belief at GoMMT (MakeMyTrip, GoIbibo and Redbus) has been that people are at their of best productivity and wellness levels if
you allow them one, to be what they are and, two, allow them to have fun and you would see this reflecting in all our
people policies and processes.
There are many taboos and much less done around burnouts, depression and mental health of employees
generally. Can you highlight that what can be done within the framework of HR ?
I highlighted some of the aspects of this in my above answer. However, to further elaborate, I think job burnout
normally happens due tosense of reduced accomplishment and loss of personal identity. My belief is that instead of
acting on the obvious areas like work-life balance, happy workplace initiatives etc. HR should focus on some of the
areas that are deeply intertwined with the mental health of the employees, for example, job content, resource
availability, team environment, recognition opportunities etc. My personal belief is that no employee comes to
workplace to while away time or spend time on frivolous things. Everyone wants to be productive and have sense of
accomplishment at the end of every day, and absence of this feeling on the recurring basis lands a person in the state
of depression and burnout. And, why only HR, every evolved functional leader shall focus on creating enriched job for
their team members. Many a times, Managers or the functional leaders believe and feel good creating large empires
and teams to increase their own span, without realising that throwing people on the increased work may create
situations where people are high in number but sub optimally utilised, and this can create conditions for people to start
feeling lack of worth and hence drift towards depression.
You have been advocating for workplace happiness and would like to explore more from you that how happiness
at work can make a difference and how can a culture of happiness be fostered in the DNA of the organization.
I think it is important to closely read minds of people and the workforce and figure out what makes sense to people
rather than figuring out what looks good to do from HR point of view.
There are two important approaches of fostering a culture of happiness at the work place namely 'Having Trust in
People' and 'Releasing Control'. Let me elaborate this, having trust in people means, organisations should have people
policies and workplace processes that are based on the belief that people by nature are trustworthy and would never
misuse any benefit or liberties. At Go-MMT we launched, “Uncapped Leave Policy”, couple of years back, since we
believed that people won't misuse this policy and would take leave whenever its important and critical rather than
abusing the benefit, today when we analyse the utilisation of leave, pattern remains same as it was when we had
stipulated number of leaves.
Approach of 'releasing control' has again similar underlying thought, as is in the approach of 'trusting people' , though,
with an intent of impacting some other elements of organisational culture. I believe HR should release control and
become less directive in critical areas like performance delivery and so on. For example, it is important to question that
why HR should chase people to set their annual or quarterly goals, and why people should not set their own goals and
commit to its delivery, when measurement of individual's performance and resultant reward to him or her is
dependent on it ! Perhaps due to long legacy of HR processes that have their roots in the olden times. Over a period of
time people have been conditioned in a manner that they need to be directed or instructed, even if the activity is in their
interest or benefit. Hence, my moot point is that organisations and HR should try to identify areas where ownership can
be transferred to employees at an individual level in order to empower them and in turn increase happiness and
wellness quotient. I am aware it is easier said than done but I think if we don't try lethargy of not trying can be expensive
in the long run.
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Small Help On The Way

Abstract
Dr T.V Rao's recent book, Effective People deals with the lives of effective people. Dr Rao studied through case studies
of people from various sectors of life and professions such as Doctors, Civil Servants, Professional Managers, Teachers
and Educational Entrepreneurs etc. The author was impressed with the study of the well-known people he covered.
The book encouraged him towards action-study on small help that was contemplating to extend to people. Some of his
thoughts were: at times people have problems about which they are not aware. In this unawareness state, if someone
helps them, then it is a good service. The author believes that help should be extended uninvited. Help receiver's
reaction to the helper's offer, could be positive or negative. In the midst of this project, the author felt his effort was
being found acceptable and helpful. It occurred to him that if an article is published, some readers may also start
offering small help. Based on this premise the research paper has been designed.
Keywords: Effective People, Unawareness, Uninvited.
Introduction:
In our long journey of life we have had help from several sources- individuals, family, school, neighborhood,
community, colleagues, local authorities, government, and organizations. We can't claim being what we are, only due
to our self-effort or our DNA. If one met with a serious accident on a busy road and an unknown man took to the hospital,
then his role was very critical for survival.
Modern day practices encourage people to extend help mainly when asked for it. In western countries and in India,
people fond of western practices, won't help an unknown person who met with a roadside accident. They think in terms
of their own priorities and saving themselves from any difficulties they may encounter in the process. It is believed that
if a person in front of us needs help, it is our moral responsibility to help him/her. Society has contributed in our making,
do we not have to do something which may be within our responsibility to offer to others.
This article is a reflection of the episodes narrated and the situational implications as an experimental learning to help
others.
Brief of Episodes
1.

Teeth cleaning
One day I was going for a haircut passing through a market early morning. On my way I saw a family standing on
the first floor of a building. The man there was brushing his teeth with frantic speed as if he was to catch a train. I
called out to them but they were not able to hear me because of the traffic noise around. I gestured with my
hands, across my teeth, to show how fast he was brushing and then again tried to convey with similar gesture
at a slower pace. He was not able to understand me. I repeated once again. I felt his wife could get my
message. It seemed she was conveying my message to her husband and the gentleman stopped brushing his
teeth. His child shouted out to me, “Uncle, papa admonishes me for it but he himself does so fast” His wife with
folded hands, thanked me. We are aware of so many things but while practicing, we deviate. A gentle reminder
does serve a purpose.
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- K. K. Verma
kkverma2@gmail.com

2.

A New Year day

Segment - 2

On a good day I suggested to my wife, Neena, that we wish the Happy New Year to all people we meet in our
morning walk. It was a new site to us. Assumption was that when we greet people on the New Year day, they
and we both sides will smile and feel good. She agreed and we began walking in the opposite directions as it is
a round garden. The first case itself belied my assumption. I expressed 'Happy New Year' to a senior citizen
lady. She coldly nodded to my greetings. However in the next round when she was coming from the opposite
direction, she stood opposite to me blocking my passage and demanded from me, “Do I look like your aunty?” I
immediately felt that I did a mistake and apologized to her saying, “No, no ma'am, I am sorry, you are not like my
aunt”. She relaxed as if she had won only now. She proceeded further and I too was relaxed. I recalled that
when we celebrated 80th birthday of our elder sister, we decided to keep it confidential to give her a pleasant
surprise. We asked one of her close friends, the contacts of her friends in the club where she went every
evening for several decades. She warned us that “Pashi would be upset as that way her club friends come to
know her age.” The similarity in the two cases made me understand the protest of my respondent better. I
learnt a lesson that when I interact with a lady, I need to be careful for addressing her.
3.

A lady bending her head
The colony where we stayed in Ahmedabad was quite good for morning walks. I would often notice a middle
aged lady walking with her neck bent downwards. I never saw her walk upright. I thought perhaps she was
concentrating on her walk or may be reciting some mantras to herself. One day I gathered courage to ask her
and checked if I could take a few minutes of her precious time. She nodded affirmatively. I said,” I am curious
about you walking with your head bent downward. Are you chanting any mantras while walking?” She said,
“No, no I feel comfortable that way.” I mentioned to her that she might get neck pain if she constantly walked
with her neck downwards. She promptly replied, “This is my habit for long”. I emphasized that she may have
been lucky to be pain free so far but that might not hold forever. She straightened her neck and spinal cord and
checked, “Is it the right way?” I applauded her and remarked, “Always like this would be far better for you. You
could surely bend the neck once in a while too”. Next day she stopped me and thanked me. Thereafter, I saw
her walking mostly with neck up.

4.

A young boy gave up eating tobacco
A boy, about twenty five years old, was recruited to maintain the club house and the office of our colony. He
was addicted to chewing tobacco-mixed with paan-masala (scented betalnut). One day I sat with him and
enquired about his health. I asked him about his habit of chewing tobacco and for how long he had been
consuming and details about its composition and cost. I further probed how he got into that habit and its
health implications. On the health aspect, he replied “Yes, it is not good for health, I have seen on the television
that cancer afflicts the mouth and mouth gets defaced.” I told him that he did not have to suffer like that way.
But there was no response. I further told him how his health was important for his family. “Yes, my father,
mother, sister and two children and wife are dependent on me” he stated. He understood that his health was
important for his livelihood and the upkeep of his family. I asked “If he cared for them, he would need to care for
his own health.” He fumbled. I asked his permission for slight diversion that fruits were important for health and
how often his family had been eating fruits. “No money for fruits Sir,” was the answer. “Supposing you quit
tobacco, with the saved money of Rs 35 a day, you could carry home fruits worth the amount every day. How
would that feel?” I asked. It looked he had tears in eyes. But forced himself to say, “It is very good idea.” When
asked what he wanted to do, he stated,” I will surely stop consuming tobacco.” I was too happy and blessed
him. I did not see him thereafter chewing tobacco.

5.

Another tobacco addict quit the habit
I dealt with another tobacco addict in our colony. He was an energetic sweeper who looked more than sixty but
was around fifty years of age only. I had the advantage of knowing the staff closely as I was chairman of the
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6.

Tobacco addict industrialist
We got closer to an industrialist family living in our colony in a common friend's dinner party. In our interactions,
I learnt from his wife that he was a tobacco addict and the family had failed to transform him. I would pass by
his bungalow every day during my morning walk. One day when we met outside his bungalow, we discussed a
few issues of the colony. I broached the subject of tobacco, telling him how upset his wife was about his
tobacco habit. He said he was aware and also knew that tobacco could cause cancer. But he was unable to
give it up. We discussed standing outside his bungalow the importance of courage in life. He looked upon
courage as the most important factor in case of a career, running business firms, setting standards and
benchmarks or in tough decisions making like quitting tobacco. We left our discussion on this point and
resumed it again after a few days. I shared with him my observations of having worked in a tobacco company
for five years. Two of the company directors were tobacco addicts for a long time. They had seen others give
up the habit perhaps on the persuasion of their wives and friends. The managing director, to whom I reported,
shared with me one day as to how he was shocked to learn from his doctor that tobacco directly went into the
blood and could damage any human organs including the brain and even joints. He was shaken. He gave it up.
I reiterated with the colony gentleman that capacity of chewing tobacco, smoking cigarette and consuming
alcohol keeps on increasing over time and poses a major threat to life. The gentleman had reduced tobacco
consumption many times which later increased again. He could not quit it. However, this time he agreed to
give up tobacco on August 5, his birthday. Looking upon it as good news, I shared this with his wife but she
would not believe it as he belied such promises in the past. She was right. He did not stop chewing tobacco. He
told me, “I am a weak man. I am failing”. But my contention to him was that he was a strong man and had built a
business empire which engaged two of his sons, apart from hundreds of others. In spite of his another birthday
promise; he could not give up tobacco. One day he phoned me at Mumbai as we had shifted, “I respect you
Vermaji. I have given up chewing tobacco two month back.” I congratulated him and enquired what magic had
worked upon him. I was sorry to learn that he had developed a serious intestinal disease, and blockages in the
lower intestines due to tobacco eating. He had to undergo surgeries. He further added,” My elder son had also
taken to chewing tobacco. Then both of us decided to give up.” His having given up tobacco was great news for
me. I observed, “I hope you are determined in your decision to abstain forever. It is a nasty product, a bit you
consume, and you are its prey for ever.” He replied, “Yes Vermaji, for sure. Had I taken your advice before
seriously, perhaps my family would not have faced these bad days”.

7.

Doing neck exercise swiftly right and left
In Mumbai, we are located in a big colony which has impressive infrastructure for morning walks and games.
As a regular walker, I used to see how people do pranayamas. One lady perhaps in her 50's moving her neck
towards left and right side very swiftly. I got in to a dialogue, commenting she might hurt her neck, moving it
the way she was doing. I asked her whether I should explain the process of neck movement. She asked,” Are
you an expert? I am doing it for several years. I faced no problem”. “No, I am not an expert. I have participated in
certain yoga programmes conducted by reputed institutions and presently upgrading my skills. If you wish, I
will explain to you,” I replied. “Yes, you are welcome.” she replied. So I explained, “One needs to do this exercise
step by step:
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managing committee for two terms. Though he also looked under nourished he was the most punctual and
worked for the whole day. I had admiration for him. My wife too gave him gifts on special occasions. One day I
sat with him and began to converse. He told me,” I gave up chewing tobacco several times, but again resumed.
Tobacco does not leave me.” He mentioned he resumed tobacco consumption once the next day, another
time three days after his “upwas” (fasting) and maximum abstinence was of 7/8 days. I appreciated the fact
that he had tried to give up. I told him that abstinence for a longer period was required for good results. I
explained to him “Kaka, if you can abstain from tobacco for 21 days which I think you can, then you will not be
tempted for tobacco”. I stressed on added advantages- staying away from cancer and being able to buy fruits
for the family from the money saved. I asked him as to what he felt about the suggestion of fruits for the family.
“I will do that Sir.” he replied. “For how many days,” I asked. “Forever Sir”, he replied.

a. Not to rush, slowly start moving your neck and breathe in,
b. when you reach the other side then pause for few seconds, and
Segment - 2

c. Slowly start moving your neck to the other side breathing out simultaneously”.
She listened carefully but asked a clarification whether I was talking about her neck ache because of her
advancing age. I explained to her “Anyone can run into a problem if the exercise is not done correctly. She was
lucky not to have run into pain. To avoid such an eventuality and to avail best results, the steps need to be
followed”. Thereafter, she requested to demonstrate the right method to her. After fully understanding it, she
performed the exercise, step by step, and looked towards me for approval. Finally, she stated, “I am happy to
have met you Sir. Thank you very much”.
8.

Pranayama-anulom vilom with walking
A middle age lady has been doing anulom viloam while walking. One day I approached her and requested for a
few minutes of her precious time. I said” If you do anulom vilom while walking, then you don't get full
advantage of this excellent pranayama”. She replied, “Yes, some other people have also advised me the same.”
I suggested that it is advisable to sit on one of the benches for five to ten minutes while doing the anulom
vilom. She answered, “No, no please, I have no time.” I tried to explain, “Look, it is for you to decide. But, the way
you exercise, you do not get the maximum benefit of these two excellent exercises, walking and anulom
vilom. Let me show you the problem: “You slowly inhale from one nostril which is a part of anulom vilom and
also exhale/ inhale which is a part of walking. You unknowingly slow down as due to the overlap akin to a
collision. Also this impacts your control on the process of anulom vilom, which is very important. This is how
you deny yourself the full advantage of these exercises.” She nodded. Seeing her attentive, I explained that if
she must do a pranayama while walking, she should do deep breathing or abdominal breathing, which are
simpler pranayamas instead of doing anulom vilom. “No one else has told me this.” she expressed. I said “I
listened this in one of Swami Prabhakarji's audio tapes and I practice them accordingly for many years (2). The
lady assured me that she would do deep breathing or abdominal breathing in place of anulom vilom..
We came across each other a few times thereafter. She told she was happy doing both abdominal and deep
breathing processes.

9.

An elderly lady looking around while doing anulom Vilom.
I noted a lady moving her head around while doing anulom vilom. Once I was sitting opposite to her, I asked,
“Were you looking around for someone when you were doing anulom vilom” She was unaware that she was
looking around. She herself mentioned that one should not look around if one were to do this exercise
properly. I appreciated her clarity of thought and apologized. I requested her to show me how she did anulom
vilom, a very useful exercise. She touched her nose on one side with one finger but was not able to cause
pressure on the nostril. Similarly she was not able to stress the other figure on the nostril. “My fingers are stiff for
4 to 5 years,” she expressed. I felt yet the lady was determined to make attempt; appreciable indeed. I felt she
could relax her fingers in a gradual manner. I advised her to get a spring- based equipment from a sports or
orthopedic- products shop and practice pulling the springs as an exercise. She was aware about that product
and stated she would now buy that. I was happy that she was serious to soften her fingers.

10.

A reluctant gentleman
I had been watching this gentleman walking slowly and lazily. While walking, he too used to do anulom vilom.
He said that he saw some people around who walked and simultaneously did anulom vilom. He followed
them. I explained to him, “Anulom vilom has several health benefits like controlling high BP, improving heart
condition, healing asthma, migraine etc. But one can't derive benefits of this pranayama unless it is done
properly. You should sit down and do this pranayama. He asked,” You mean that we should not do anulom
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11.

A fat boy moving his hips round and round
Rounding the hips movement is a common yoga exercise. But this short stature boy was bending low and
doing the exercise. I asked whether he was advised to bend for that exercise. When he denied that, I advised
him that this exercise was good for your lower back, hips and obesity, if he did not bend in the process. He
immediately changed his position and started doing the exercise correctly. He said,
“Yes uncle I am very comfortable. The bending posture was hard.” “Good young boy. Do it the right way
henceforth. You need to practice it for a while before you forget the old way you did it. Best of luck to you” I
replied.

12.

Hoping good morning prevails early
In Mumbai, in the colony where we stay, the facilities management company provides a round- the- clock
attendant service in the lifts. One good thing the service providers have done is to train the liftmen to wish
everyone getting into the lift with a good morning or greet them as per the time of the day. Quite often the
users of the lift may receive the so greetings three four times a day. One feels good to exchange good
morning while leaving for walk, school, office etc. Everyone would acknowledge lift man's greetings and say
thanks to him while leaving the lift. But, the residents of the building using the lift, rarely exchanged good
morning greeting to each other. I and my wife started saying good morning to everyone. Thereafter we also
started expressing our feeling with the entrants to the lift i.e. coresidents that we owed more to each other to
exchange greetings. It obviously meant not confining the greetings only to liftmen. Our conversation gesture
received warm welcome from everyone. The teenagers were excited and promised to exchange greetings
with everybody. Small children going to school though sleep, nodded. But we hardly found teenagers or
others actually exchanging greetings. No change is seen. People, of course, who knew each other exchanged
smiles but not a common sight. As an author has given some tips for a happy life which included, among many,
a “hug” first thing in the morning. I presume hug should be after a good morning greeting. I and my wife
continue to say good morning to all in the lift; hoping better days may come when others will follow suit.

13.

A child in a pram
We do see couples or nannies in the evenings pushing pram carrying a child in our wide-width jogging,
walking ground in the colony. One evening I was on my way to the gymnasium when I found a young couple
with a pram slowly walking down from a higher level towards the leveled ground side. Soon I saw the pram
was let-loose on the ramp. The pram speedily came down, with a thud. Not only the couple but, I too was
terrified. The child clung to the string of the pram, obviously for survival and was crying loudly. Saddened, I
stared at the couple; the startled couple's reaction was “Sorry uncle”. I replied, “Say sorry to your lad, not to me”.
By then the mother had already picked up and cuddling the child. I further asked, “How come you were on the
upper side with pram”. “We were looking for someone. We are sorry.” said the gentleman. I left. Surely they had
learnt from the experience.

14.

A woman looking-like a beggar disappeared
We were recently in Delhi and walking in a park in the C. R. Park colony. I found a woman sitting on a bench
emptying her thela (a cloth bag) and money notes were falling out from the thela. Her clothes were dusty and
muddy. The notes in different denominations were quite a few in numbers. I discussed with my wife who spoke
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vilom while walking,” I replied, “Surely I meant this. But if you like, you may do some other simpler breathing
exercise while walking which can conveniently be performed. Then you can get the full advantage of both
breathing and walking exercises.” “No, no Sir, I don't want to do pranayamas anymore. I walk and jog as advised
by my doctor. That is enough for me.” I agreed with him, “Yes, follow the doctor. That is the best policy”.
Thereafter, I see that gentleman walking around but not doing anulom vilom.

Segment - 2

to her about the safety of her sitting there with so much of money. She also suggested that she should keep it
at home or in her bank. When I learnt that she refused to listen or do anything, I realized she did not understand
Hindi. I too approached that lady. With great difficulty we understood that she needed the cash to make
payments for her medicines. She showed me a medicine bottle she was carrying. I showed her the boards of
Allahabad Bank, Punjab National Bank and tried to persuade her that I could get her bank account opened. I
would get her a passbook of her account and whenever she needed, she could withdraw the amount of
money she needed. But I could not convince her. I felt she was Bengali. In that Bengali colony (C.R, Park),
normally many Bengali- speaking people walk in the garden but on that day there was none. By the time I
could find one, the woman had disappeared. She probably was insecure without having her money in her
possession. I wish I had helped her. She would have been my most deserving candidate. I requested Mr Basu if
he could take up my uncompleted task. He said he would be happy to do so when he spotted her. We left.
Discussion and findings
If we were doing everything right, we would have been the blessed people. Somewhere, some of the several things we
do go wrong. Some help is required, particularly if the incumbent is not aware that he is doing a thing in the wrong way or
using the wrong method. These small help interventions included discussions and dialogues, on-the-spot
demonstration, and sometimes body language.
The interventions aimed at helping doing the needed corrections or improvement. Interactions, it seems, convinced
most of the help receiver that the suggested methods would give them additional benefits. It would also prevent them
from certain sufferings like severe pain conditions which might be caused in the future for wrong way of doing things.
The experiment shows clear acceptance of the move of small help. For example, the neck bending lady or teenage
boy's decision to give up their old habit on the spot and adopt a new posture demonstrated and maintaining it, speaks
volumes about acceptance of the suggestions. Acceptance level of most of the other people too was high. Such
favourable acceptance encourages the researcher and helps to proceed further with greater clarity.
The most challenging cases related to giving up tobacco chewing by three men. Two of them were people of ordinary
means. I see at least two reasons which seem to have facilitated their decision to give up tobacco. One, the discussion
helped develop feeling that their children and family were deprived of healthy food (fruits) at the cost of an unhealthy
item they (the respondents) were consuming. At their income level, perhaps eating fruits is a far off reality which
seemed to them so near when they decide to give up tobacco and save some money for home. The second reason
possibly was that a senior person with credibility in the society was trying to sit patiently with them and trigger their
thoughts against tobacco chewing. Thus, the emotional disruption of self and family interests and credibility of the
helper all put together, made a difference in creating impact on the tobacco consumers against tobacco chewing.
However, these two reasons don't hold good as factors in the third case of tobacco chewing. Both these factors were
not applicable to the industrialist tobacco addict. It is pathetic to see his addiction at the cost of serious damage to his
own health and of his son too becoming a tobacco addict. He was forced, under such despicable circumstances, to
give up tobacco chewing. The doctor's advice of course becomes a credible compulsion to quit tobacco when much
was already lost.
A little less than half of the people who were helped were doing pranayama or yoga. This shows that now a days people
are attracted to yoga exercises. However these are those people who were not doing these exercises correctly. While
two ladies and one gentleman was doing anulom vilom pranayama while walking i.e. along with walking. This hampers
the efficacy of doing anulom vilom as well as walking. The ladies insisted on doing anulom vilom while walking. They
had picked anulom vilom from one another rather than learn it from a trainer. Saving on time was upper most in their
minds for doing two exercises together. When an alternative pranayama was offered which could be done along with
walking, the middle aged lady jumped on the suggested alternative. Alternative pranayama was not acceptable to the
others. At a second thought, the gentleman however felt he will confine himself to doing walking and jogging only as
advised by his doctor and drop doing anulom vilom. The other lady also likewise changed her mind that she would
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confine only to walking. It demonstrates that an alternative to what they were used to doing was easily acceptable. Even
the old lady with stiff fingers, when suggested with what she could do to soften her fingers, she readily agreed to the
suggestion. The fat boy also immediately accepted the modification suggested.

The experiment seems to work well in almost all cases though with some exceptions only. I was ready for any kind of
surprises. The grand ladies could have stated, “Mr. Stranger, mind your business please”. Similarly, any one of them
could have reacted, “Why you are bothering me early morning”. Or the teeth cleaning fellow could say, “Why are you
interfering in my private life?” But none of them took such a stand. Had any one taken a stand, knowing I was not doing
anything wrong, I would not have given up. The experiment highlights, unless you offend someone, no sane person
would feel offended at such an initiative aimed towards his benefit. Every one realised that the intervention was meant
to help, train, share experience, and to bring about correct way of doing things. Perhaps that is why all thanked the
interventionist profusely.
I believe almost everyone can extend small help to others. The method is simple:
Observe (the issue), Initiate (opening dialogue), Discuss and Take it forward (action). There is nothing special about my
grooming to help others. I of course had a post-graduation in social work but had to quit my field. What likely influence I
find in my background, is what everyone has--a kind, charitable mother. My mother used to share thoughts such as
“Giving alms to a beggar who asks for it, is good. It is better if you invite a beggar to collect alms.” To quote another
guidance point of her “Handsome is that, handsome does”. Every mother, I believe has similar values which she conveys
to her children in spoken or unspoken manner. Coming back to the issue, thus everyone has potentials to do small help;
one only has to take the initiative. No great mission or goal is necessary for small help. But I believe a desire to help is
critical. Somewhat domain knowledge in the area that the interventionist may confront is also necessary as it would
guide the facilitator to reason out his suggestion. Help subject falls in the HR area. Trainers and HR people have strength
in facilitation and conversation. They can surely make big succession doing so themselves as well as encourage others
to extend small help to the needy.
On the whole, the author concludes that extending small help which is so simple and takes in all probability only ten to
fifteen minutes an intervention, but would make a difference in the quality of life of the help receiver. So why not do
small help for others.
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One lady felt offended because when I wished her a happy new year, I had unconsciously addressed her as aunty.
Obviously she was upset because women like to perceive themselves as young ladies. The episode served to caution
me on the etiquette of social address.
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Helping Your Employees Live Well In The Evolving
Cultural Context Of Organizations
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Abstract
Wellness is a great value proposition in the present stressful times. It is also a natural place for corporate leaders to give
back and contribute to greater good. In the evolving cultural context of Indian society, its efficacy must be proved like
any service we consume. We can successfully engage our organizations in this area if we follow certain methods. Vivid
goals and establishing a proof of concept is the first step. The next is to commit resources for an extensive orientation
and clarification. The third is to ensure a balanced mix of interventions at the physical, quasi-physical and psychological
levels. The last is to individualize it as far as possible by catering to learning styles and individual diagnostics.
Keywords: Wellness, Well-being, Happiness, Mindfulness, Psychology, Psychoanalysis, Lifestyle diseases,
Corporations
Main Article
In the Indian culture, authority is to be respected. Teachers of schools and colleges were not accountable like service
providers. The underlying assumption of the teacher-pupil relationship was that it is both unequal and benevolent. The
fee the student pays is far lesser than the learning she gets from her teacher. All this changed when learning became an
organized institutional affair as well as a right, and both fee and teacher pay went up. Today, learning is seen as an
organized service and like other services one requiring audits and measurements. As a matter of fact, learning inside
corporations gets deliberated foremost around the Return on Investment construct.
The very same dynamics are shaping the medical profession and practice (1). The classical healer-patient exchange is
vastly different from the modern hospital-doctor-patient transaction. Even the counselling sciences or shall we say, the
arts, are subjected to the standards of performance and results. Despite the patient being no expert to judge the
efficacy of the healer, the need for standards, audits, performance and results are now taken as part of the profession of
the healer. The changing dynamics of the teaching and the healing profession reflects well the evolving cultural
context of the Indian society.
Thanks to the stressors of modern life, there is a clear increase in lifestyle diseases (2). There is also an increasing
interest to live well. Corporations are trying to introduce organized knowledge and practices towards this end for their
employees and their families. There is a clear realization that not only is this tied to productivity of corporations but also
creates an invaluable attachment between employees and employers. Beyond the business benefits, corporate
leaders are also increasingly committed to make a difference. This is a natural area to make one.
Living well needs championship. It is highly multi-disciplinary. It has got the twin characteristics of learning as well as
healing. In the context of corporations, it must answer the RoI question. There should be robust measures which are
scientifically validated. It needs to leverage technology to be delivered at scale. It needs analytics to be individualtailored. It must address all aspects of well-being. First and foremost, it must do no harm. How might a corporation
begin and progress a wellness initiative. If already in the midst of one, how do they add science and efficacy to deliver
the promised benefits? How can all this be well situated in the evolving cultural context of society and organization?
Vivid Goals
A vivid goal is the first step of the process. It is easier to define health goals at a collective level through measures like
Body Mass Index. Physicians will argue if BMI is the best proxy for physical health. Does it not oversimplify? When you
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consider a more over-arching but subtle goal like wellness or well-being, the problem gets further accentuated. What
is the measure of success? What is the basis behind the measure?

A second way to baseline and set goals is to look at bio-markers. While this may be a more tedious process, it does not
suffer from any biases in self-reporting. For example, our scalp hairs record the amount of stress hormones released in
the last one month (6). It is a good summative metric. Other metrics like heart rate variability and galvanic skin response
are instantaneous measurements. Over a large sample, they may still give vital clues to how the pointer is moving –
towards greater or lesser wellness. A combination of self-report on standard items and bio-markers can establish the
levels of well-being and progress with rigor.
Establishing such a proof of concept of the intervention by choosing a random pilot group increases everyone's buy in.
It is one thing to say that some distant study has proven the benefit of the intervention. It is another to experience it close
by.
Orientation to the Intervention
An intervention in wellness is serious behavior change. It consists of discontinuing old habits and acquiring new ones. It
consists of processing the immediate environment and its challenges in new ways. It consists of processing oneself in
new ways! All the changes we attempt in organizations pales in comparison to the sheer audacity of the size and speed
of change being attempted here. It is hence imperative that this change process be well-designed. The phase of goal
setting would have at least attracted attention if not to arouse a desire to embrace the intervention.
The orientation process has to be a long and extensive affair. After providing the contours to everyone, the process
must allow for individual specific clarifications. No question by the prospective participant is stupid! A fine capture of
the specific questions and the specific contexts in which it is asked must go into improving the subsequent orientation
sessions. For example, does any of the intervention go against my religious beliefs? Will there be any unintended sideeffects? What If I am not able to follow the intervention completely, will it have any adverse consequences? How do I
know that I am doing this right? What kind of real-time feedback and attention can I hope to get?
While an extensive orientation may look like a “big bang” approach to wellness, the subtler nuances have to be clarified.
In our own lifestyle, we may be practicing some of the elements of the wellness intervention. For such individuals, it
becomes an incremental addition. An initial diagnostic of one's unique wellness context will help clarify this specifically.
Depending on organizational policy, there should be a clear call for the next 1 year if employee families are going to be
able to access these interventions.
It is now established that learning styles and preferences vary. Especially in the clarification phase, we need to dialogue
in tune with the learning style of the participant. Subsequently, even in the interventions, we need to design for multimodal assimilation.
Content Mix of the Interventions
The interventions must address the different aspects of living well. There must be physical practices like exercise
systems and habits, quasi physical practices like mindfulness as well as practices that seek to understand, analyze,
heal and integrate our psyches. There could be a genuine difficulty in getting resources who are expert at everything or
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The simplest is to ask a set of standardized questions to everyone regularly. We can see if their overall sense of wellness
has improved, deteriorated or stayed the same. Ed Diener's satisfaction with life scale (3) and Bradburn's affect balance
scale (4) are considered standards. At a further simpler level, we may ask a single question, “How satisfied are you with
life these days?” The World Health Organization uses a “Quality of Life” questionnaire to baseline and subsequently
progress measure on a standard list of items. QOLS has stood the rigors of statistical analysis for validity and reliability
(5)
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who could integrate everything. However, to start with, it may be worthwhile to just get elements from each of the
layers of wellness. At the first instance, the whole intervention has to be under-engineered rather than overengineered.
The physical practices are broadly in the areas of eating, moving and sleeping. To start with, participants can be
encouraged to simply be intuitive about their eating, moving and sleeping. A minimal set of dos and dont's will ensure
adoption of healthier practices. For those who are interested in the science behind the recommendations, there must
be enough resources to click and explore. The urban work context introduces its own set of stressors (7). To recognize
them and cope with them is part of the physical or quasi-physical practices. For example, how do I meaningfully reduce
commute is in the physical realm. How do I deal with information overload and the always-online lifestyle is in the
physical and quasi-physical domain.
The mindfulness practices are about how deliberately we savor the environment. If we can learn to regulate our
attention at will, like a second nature, we have become more mindful. We can savor the sights, be curious about what is
happening, feel grateful for the relationships we have and decide to spend 20 minutes every day in an attitude of loving
kindness. How do we develop useful cues to be mindful? How do we choose the best cues? Some of these have to be
co-created with the participant based on active experimentation. The wellness benefits of mindfulness are well
documented, thanks to the works of Kabat Zinn and others (8).
The psychological practices are to understand how we process the world. All of us come pre-wired with certain triggers
for anxiety. They may be etched by past events that we have not fully processed or future anxieties or learned
dysfunctional behaviors. The tools of psychological analysis can uncover for us such deep-seated but sub-conscious
patterns. The moments of insight themselves are moments of healing and repair of the psyche. They increase selfacceptance and help us live at ease with ourselves and the world.
With a multi-disciplinary approach, extensive orientation, vivid goals we can move the needle on wellness in our
workforce. We can also situate them in the evolving cultural context of organizations.
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Wellness Insights From Ayurveda India's Soft Power

Abstract
The VUCA world is result of our way of life for many centuries now. Unfortunately, India, post-independence, began her
journey on the path of the West, rather than her own tradition. Hence the technological advance happened however,
also the fall of human intellect has taken its toll on ecology and emotional health. The world is caught up in VUCA, and
looking around for solution. India has an opportunity here to rise to her Glory and share her sciences with the world that
will bring back sanity and balance in humanity. Ayurveda is one such holistic science of wellness and well-being that
needs integration in our everyday life, be it at personal or professional level.
Keywords: Wellness, Well-being, VUCA, Energy Management, Personal & Interpersonal Effectiveness, Employee
Engagement
Introduction:
We must create a society in which a person does not have to betray inner sensitivity, inner essence. Each of us needs
opportunities to unfold the essence of being. Then the sensitivity becomes fountain of strength, of peace, of joy(Vimala
Thakar).
Literature Review:
The literature review of the paper has been drawn from Michael Beer HRM Map, Corporate Athlete, Wellness
Revolution, Charak Samhita, Atharva Veda, Sushruta and Ashtang Hridaya
Current Challenges for organizations
One of the greatest challenges facing leaders today is "The need to develop business models that accentuate ethical
leadership, employee well-being, sustainability and social responsibility without sacrificing profitability, revenue
growth and other indicators of financial performance. Top managers need to simultaneously maximize the so-called
triple bottom line, or "People, planet, profit" (Fry, Slowm and John, 2008)
If we want to put people first, we need to go deeper into the psyche of what makes us human. As Margaret Wheatley
aptly describes, “New technology is purchased; new organization charts are drawn; new training classes are offered.
But most basic human dynamics are completely ignored: our need to trust one another, our need for meaningful work,
our desire to contribute and be thanked for that contribution, our need to participate in changes that affect us…. We are
terrified of the emotions aroused by conflict, loss, love. In all of these struggles, it is being human that creates the
problem. We have not learnt how to be together. I believe we have been kept apart by three primary Western cultural
beliefs: individualism, competition, and a mechanistic world view. Western culture, even as it continues to influence
people everywhere, has not prepared us to work together in this new world of relationships. And we don't even know
that we lack these skills.” (Fry, Slowm and John, 2008)
Our Current response to the challenges
Training and Development is function of the larger Human Resource Department in all organizations. Hence, they do
reflect the policies and strategy of the HRD. The planning of T & D is based either the performance gaps or potential
gaps. Skills, specifically technical skills have been very dominant till now. Personal, interpersonal and even Leadership
is seen as soft skills. Where does wellness come in?
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Personally, I see two points where wellness entered. One, stress levels have been extremely high and health of people
has been deteriorating affecting the work and interpersonal relationships, decision making, productivity, creativity,
almost every are of life. Two, wellness has become a business. Gayle Reichler offers programs and writes book titled
'Active Wellness' way back in '98. Paul Zane Pilzer, in 2002 comes out with his work, 'The Wellness Revolution -How to
make a fortune in the Next TRILLION DOLLAR INDUSTRY'. The all caps are captured from the title of the book itself.
Wellness, for the sake of the individual first, and then impacting the organization, is still not the way. Wellness is the
opportunity to make profits. Wellness is a reaction to the sickness and unhealthy life styles. Wellness is trying to bridge
the gap of employee engagement, absenteeism, burnout and deteriorating health in society. The wellness programs
are offered in managing stress, time, addictions, physical stamina, emotional intelligence, diet and life style. However,
are they enough?
Susie Ellis, Chairman & CEO, the Global Wellness Institute, says, “When you think wellness, think prevention and health.
When you think about well-being, think happiness.” This measuring of happiness is a relatively new development, most
notably begun when Bhutan replaced Gross National Product scores with a Gross National Happiness score. Currently
there are two important indexes increasingly being quoted around the world. The first is the “Gallup Healthways WellBeing Index” which has been around since 2008. The other is the “United Nations World Happiness Index” which was
started in 2012 and whose 2015 numbers were released earlier in March 2016. Today we have Happiness Campuses in
Universities and Happiness Ministry in Countries like UK and UAE. So, how do you combine wellness, happiness, wellbeing together?
Insights of Ayurveda
This question takes us back in ancient times, where many cultures were holistic and wellness, well-being, happiness
etc. were integrated in one's life. Energy was the core and energy management created health and wellness. I love to
share here insights from Ayurveda, ancient Indian way of Life and Healing. Ayu means life and Veda means wisdom or
knowledge. In Ayurveda four types of life are described:
Ayurveda is that which deals with –

fgrkfgra lq[ka nq%[kek;qLrL; fgrkfgre~ A
ekua p r×p ;=kksDrek;qosZn% l mP;rs AA
p-lw- 1@41
(Fry, Slowm and John, 2008)
HITAYU (Positive Life) – a person is known to be evolved in ancient wisdoms when he never harms any person in
thought, speech and action; lives, moves and acts in kindness, humility, goodness and works with single-minded
dedication in life; establishes harmony in a family and society and is self- disciplined, controls his/her negative traits
like anger, agitation, excitement etc. This group of people always enjoys good health and lives in harmony and
happiness.
AHITAYU (Negative Life) – a person who is always guided by his/her preferences, prejudices, manifests negative traits
of anger, agitation in personal, professional and social lives, distracted, and harming others for own benefits in life. This
group of people is full of doubt, destruction and always suffers from many disorders.
SUKHAYU (Life of Pleasure) – a lifestyle where person enjoys worldly pleasures as s/he is physically, mentally fit and is
young. S/He is having strength and vitality is having name and fame. S/He is having intellect and is knowledgeable and
her/his sense is under his control and is able to do their work. S/He acquires wealth and possessions in order to enjoy
the worldly objects in life. Their life is full of outer riches.
DUKHAYU (Life of Sorrow) a person living in unconsciousness, ignorance and falsehood at every moment of her/his life
which contradicts the ways of living as mentioned above falls into this category of living. He always suffers and lives a
painful life as he lives, moves and acts in Prajna Aparadh (actions lack awareness, clarity, progress and harmony).
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A full paper can be written only on this one sutra. However, 'Su' is good or auspicious and 'Kha' is space. Sukha is to be in
state of happiness and wellness. 'Hita' is in alignment with others and Universe. It creates sustainable life. Our VUCA
world today is Dukhayu and Ahitayu.

lenks"k% lekfXu'p le/kkrqeyfØ;% A
izlUukResfUnz;euk% LoLFk bR;fHk/kh;rs AA
lq-lw- 15@41
This definition in first line describes the physical state and processes to be balanced, and in second line refers to the
mind, soul and senses to be in the state of happiness. The word used here for happiness is Prasannata- difficult to get an
English synonym. Wellness and well-being both hence are integral part of health in Ayurveda.
There follows a whole science of living life so that one remains in this state of health. In our modern language, we can
name this as Energy Management and Life style coaching. Some insights from Ayurveda that create wellness and wellbeing are presented below:
1.

Prakruti or Ayurvedic Profile: Individual is described as Microcosm, born out of the Macrocosm in Vedas. And
the Macrocosm or the Universe is made up of 5 Great Elements- Panch Mahabhoota (Space, Air, Fire, water
and Earth) and Three Primordial Energies named as Sattva, Rajas and Tamas. Our biological DNA and
psychological profile are result of these combination of Elements and Energies. Ayurveda has detailed
assessment and measurement. Any deviation from our basic Prakruti or DNA creates a dis-ease. Hence life
style guidelines are very critical for health. Our wellness and well-being are dependent on the balance. T & D
can include this assessment and create Health or Wellness Coaching for individuals. One example, if an
individual is Fire dominated, a balanced Fire will make the person inspirational, self-motivated, perfectionist,
and intelligent. The same Fire Element, when imbalanced, can create acidity in body, while anger in mind.

2.

The four pillars of health and Pragna Aparadh: Four pillars of health in Ayurveda are Ahaar- Food, Nidra- Sleep,
Vihaar- Activity and Manovyapar- emotional and mental states. Food is not just food we eat, but also the food
to all our senses like what we see, hear, smell, touch or taste. Ayurveda doesn't just talk of nutrition and
calories, it is concerned about digestion and nourishment. All that is undigested becomes toxic. We need to
digest well to get nourished. Harvard had published an article on Sleep Deficit some time ago. Ayurveda has
mentioned the need for right quality and quantity of sleep and how to achieve that as well. Vihaar or physical
exercises, being outdoors is key to wellness. How much one should exercise in each season and as per a
person's capacity, when to exercise during the day and the do's and don'ts before and after are also
mentioned. Today we hear of tragic young deaths on treadmills. Ayurveda has very precise guidelines for
exercises. Manovyapar or our emotional & mental states are primary cause of stress. Positive Psychology,
optimism, vitality, hope, gratitude and joy are late entrants in the field of Psychology and T & D. India has this
wisdom integrated in Ayurveda eons of years ago that can be part of our T & D.
Pragna Aparadh is a very unique concept. Ayurveda believes that all dis-eases come because of living a life
disconnected with inner wisdom. Pragna is wisdom and Aparadh is sin or crime. Deviating from wellness and
well-being was considered a sin.

3.

Prana, Tejas and Ojas: The air we breathe also has Life Force or Prana. The radiance we have is due to Tejas. The
endurance, immunity and calmness is due to Ojas. These can't be explained in one para, but mentioning so
future work can be shared. These three are important for employee engagement and organizational health.
These vital essences help us respond to challenges of life, perceive and judge correctly, give psychological
stability, courage, fearlessness and vigour.
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The definition of health by WHO in their Constitution is "a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and
not merely the absence of disease or infirmity." Ayurveda describes a healthy person as,

Prana, Tejas and Ojas are result of right nutrition, metabolism and nourishment.
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Integration in current T & D
Beer et al (Managing Human Assets by Michael Beer, Richard E. Walton, Bert A. Spector, 1984) devised the famous
Harvard Map (sometimes referred to as the Harvard model) of HRM. This map is based on an analytical approach and
provides a broad causal depiction of the 'determinants and consequences of HRM policies.' Beer et al argue that: "In the
long run, striving to enhance all four Cs will lead to favourable consequences for individual well-being, societal wellbeing, and organizational effectiveness and its long-term consequences” (Fry, Slowm and John, 2008).
Individual well-being in Beer's model is seen as a consequence of HRM policies. Personally, I am reversing the model,
keeping individual well-being first, and then progressing to organizational effectiveness. The wellness and well-being
at individual level will enhance the engagement and create leaderful organization that has vitality and enthusiasm.
Dr Robert Cooper's, Jim Loehr and Tony Schwartz in their research 'The Power of Full Engagement', have coined a term
Corporate Athlete. They have identified energy principles at physical, emotional, mental and spiritual level and they
have built rituals that help energy renewal.
These rituals are already existing in Ayurveda. All we need to do is integrate them in our programs. And not how we have
integrated Yoga, unfortunately, as just physical or breathing exercises different than our normal programs. Ayurveda
can become part of any program that deals with effectiveness at individual, team or organizational level.
Its relevance for India
According to Harvard political scientist, who coined the term, soft power is the ability of a country to persuade others to
do what it wants without resorting to force or coercion. Soft power, he said, lies in a country's attractiveness and comes
from three resources: its culture (in places where it is attractive to others), its political values (when it lives up to them at
home and abroad), and its foreign policies (when they are seen as legitimate and having moral authority). Though
slower to yield results, soft power is a less expensive means than military force or economic inducements to get others
to do what we want. (The Diplomat.com)
India today is focusing on Soft Power. Yoga is already accepted in UN and we are celebrating 21st June as Yoga Day. As
we integrate wisdom from our own culture in Management practices, management education, learning and
development at individual, organizational and national levels, we will expand our Soft Power.
Conclusion
The world today has reached a desperate deviation from wellness and well-being. Ministries are being set up for
happiness, something which should be internal driven is being now state driven. Our ancient wisdom from Ayurveda
has practices that can be integrated in workplaces, learning and development programs and we can re-establish the
state of health that can manifest wellness.
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Alternatives: A Modality For Mental Well Being

Background:
Modern day life has seen staggering cases of physical illness. Mental illness too has followed closely in numbers;
though it is important to highlight here that much is beneath the surface and the physical manifestation of it takes time
to shape in the symptoms of various diseases.
Imbalances between the body and mind is linked to the changing lifestyle which is both equally stressful and
competitive. Prime reason of this is shift in the cultural and social support, stressing job requirements and economic
changes.
Stress: A Perceptual Process
Lazarus and Folkman, (1984) define stress as an internal state which can be caused by physical demands on body or
environmental and social situations which are evaluated as potentially harmful, uncontrollable or exceeding
resourcing of coping.
Encountering any stimulus or situation leaves an impact by stimulating the mind. The first phase of processing uses the
sensory impulses and past experiences to project a picture which in the second phase is meaningfully interpreted and
finally stored in the memory. In case of extremely stressful or traumatic situation. The natural perceptual process then
gives way to “Coping Mechanisms: Approach or Avoidance” This natural phenomenon runs smooth and progresses
with life, leading to personal growth and maturity. With the socialising and increasing demands of work, experiencing
stimulus which is new and unlearned or un-encountered creates demand for new coping skills. The approach or
avoidance to situation would not yield positive results leading further aggravation of the stressor.
Impact of Social Conditioning:
Socialisation are classic cases of conditioned learning (P. Pavlov (1936) Classical Conditioning). Our social perceptions
are initially based on the information we obtain about others and the attribution (inferences) we make about their
behaviour (H. Kelly's attribution theory (1967)). Socially expected behavioural response is reflected in roles, rules and
regulation to be followed or displayed by an individual in society. Problem lies in responding and compliance of these
social orders. Repetitive and structured display of the behaviour expected from an individual limits his responses and
most of the time the person projects his perfected good image on the outside. Hiding his real self in fear of being
socially rejected or unaccepted for non compliance of social order. Popular as defence mechanism (A. Freud (1946).
Responses to stressors though end with a new set of learning which in the working of the mind are thoughts or new set
of beliefs about self, the society or the situation.
The Human Mind : Brain Theory
Springer's (1969) bilateral brain theory describes how left hemisphere of the brain work for analysis, speech, logical and
rational functioning. Right hemisphere works on color, emotions, visuals, intutive and imaginative work.
Pre-dominant use of the left hemisphere is linked to the education or conditioned learning, expressed and
demonstrated behaviour based on logical thinking and conditioned responses. Thus making the thinking and action
process reasonably heavy and logically supported. Operating from the right hemisphere makes a person emotionally
intelligent, imaginative and intuitive. In a way creating qualitative responses and good resilience to cope with stressors.
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Human life span development
Erik Erikson(1968) elaborates the life stages which an individual passes through, while moving on the journey of growth
and maturity. Each span is spaced with biological age, physical-motor development, emotional and intellectual growth
and maturity.
Issues and challenges, needs and desires of an individual in that particular stage is identified as behavioural patterns.
Rudolf Steiner's (1876) work detailed on life story development has assumed great contemporary relevance focussing
on how an individual develops his/her own journey in life by handling crises situation or on coming to terms with burden
of life.
Single processes or universal approach to life management is near to impossible movement. Ironically with astringent
control and guarded learning processes in a structured socialized setting makes it stressful and pressurizing on an
individual. Logical reasoning and analytical approach does give an indepth understanding of cause and effect of the
situation yet the resilence or the power to cope with the crises gives a need for personal coping mechanism. Much of
the strength in doing so, comes from operating from the right side of the brain.
Alternatives as modality
Creatively touching oneself on the deeper underlying latent talents on hidden potentials opens an arena of one's
personality. This works on the principles of experiences. The ancient Indian philosophy on the “8 Raas” (Life
experiences) give a perfect understanding of unconditionally experiencing being in the moment, Being one's true self.
Use of color, music, writing, drawing as expression of one's emotions or thoughts with an imaginative and intutive skill
and making it one's style regularly to operate, changes one's personality.
Unlocking the Mind
Perceptual process scapes pictures on our mind, on concreting these, emerges the belief which are hard to change.
Structured belief about oneself or “The Self Concept” works as filter in processing information about ourself and that of
the environment around. Shaping our behavioural patterns.
Aaron Beck's (1976), Cognition Behaviour Therapy (CBT) Albert Ellis (1962) Rational Emotive Therapies (REBT) enable
looking into these pattern of thinking or the mind memory operating framework. Both the therapies have a very good
processes laid for therapeutic work. Today Talk Therapies, Narrative Practices, Story Telling (Wounded Story Teller) are not
only shifting lives by facilitating communication of an individual but using it as medium for creating change in the
person or groups and forming strong bonds of relationship and support. Building like minded communities.
Imaginative and intutive skill combined with creative visualisation process is used in scaping pictures on paper. These
are reflection of ones deeper and hidden self. Choice of color, figures drawn are interpreted with the issues in life so
hidden or unexpressed Weshler- DAF (Draw A Figure Test), Bolander (1977) Assessing Personality Through Drawing.
Spectrum breaks the white light into Violet Indigo Blue Green Yellow Orange and Red 'Vibgyor' based on the various
wave length or light energy. Use of colors, both in intensity or grades combined with the frequency of use of a particular
shades relates to the issues of life (Lusher Color test). This can be used as therapy to identity or shift mental state by
focussing use of particular color or encouraging to shift to another shade.
Body Work
Phenomenon like EFT-emotional freedom techniques and yoga lead in unlocking or unfolding the physical body with
conscious mind works. Manifested thoughts unexpressed desires are stored as frozen actions in body. Dance
Movement therapy is a new step in letting go of the hidden or stored stressors.
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Refurbishment of the depleted elements with an attempt to balance the imbalances are the focus of the spiritual
activity. The meta physical activity of healing works in this direction, Healing with spiritual guidance with guru or self
development through Yoga in its various forms be it Bhakti, Rajyoga or Hathyoga. These are ways of unblocking one's
blocked or locked energy and find the balance consciously.
Conclusively
Stress and life challenges are unbetted and ever increasing. The need for new coping skills for dealing with stressful
situation is an everyday requirement for every individual.
Alternatives are spectrum of modalities to approach stressful situations and come back as winner color boxes are
closed as books, education and socialisation take priority is time and presentation of the socially competed learnings.
Need is to open this new pandora box of unearth positive script of the right side of the brain. Explore ones hidden or
untapped potential, unlock the frozen mind and thoughts. Move a stuck body with movement therapies like Yoga, DMT,
color or drawing These therapies helps scape ones imaginative and lost self back by hearing what the heart speaks
“one's inner voice”. This requires clearing the jammed emotional scum for deeper reflections and finding one self again.
Balancing the inner gross elements through, deeper spiritual work is the clearance of ones life path. Finding purposeful
living (V.Frankl) and consciously acting, the very path of “Integral healing” (Sri Aurobindo).
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Spiritual Work: Metaphysical aspect deals with the universe as the central source of conscious energy. All natural
resources like water, air, fire, earth and ether as elements of spirit which is the grace of divine rested in nature as
resources. Representating Food and water as fuel from earth, breath from air, Fire as will or desires, Ether as the
environment that one lives in. The five great and gross elements constituents of an individual which is the part of the
bigger consciousness. “The Universe”.
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A Study On Demographic Based Differences In
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Abstract
Contents of a job can determine the overall performance and motivation of a teacher in terms of satisfaction and
commitment. Significant amount of research supports the viewpoint that the characteristics of a job have a magnificent
impact on the work motivation which determines the level of performance. The present paper attempts to identify the
work motivation of school teachers teaching in CBSE affiliated schools in Jalandhar city of Punjab with the use of job
characteristics model. For the purpose of collecting the data job diagnostic survey was used which computes the
motivating potential score of a job. The association of motivating potential score is calculated with the demographic
variables which included experience, age and marital status with the use of chi square test. The results revealed
significant association of age and experience with motivating potential score. Whereas, no association has been found
between marital status and motivating potential score. It is interpreted that with age and experience, the desire of
teachers for skills variety, task identity and task significance from the job increases. In addition, the desire for freedom
and autonomy also increase with experience. The study also discusses the implications of the results for school
administration and management.
Keywords: Motivation, school teachers, job characteristics model
Introduction
Significant body of literature states that a job can be performed successfully if the contents of a job are well designed. It
is because a well designed job is positively associated with job satisfaction, job performance (Garg & Rastogi, 2006),
work motivation and organization commitment (Suman & Srivastava, 2009). Supporting this viewpoint, level of
managerial commitment of employee for organization increases if the job provides high scope for autonomy, variety,
task identity and feedback (Steers and Spencer, 1977).
Never the less even the meticulously worked job design also helps in managing employee stress by balancing the
work load effectively (Smith & Sainfort, 1989). Characteristics of a job mediate the relationship between personality and
job satisfaction (Judge, Bono & Locke, 2000). Work outcome is dependent upon certain psychological states of the job
holder and the psychological states of an individual in turn are the result of characteristics of the job (Guise, 1988). Job
satisfaction of an individual is affected by the components of a job (Bhuian & Menguc, 2002) and a rigidly defined job
has a negative effect on the job satisfaction and employee performance (Pinto de Sa & Moura e Sa, 2010). Effectiveness
of job performance is dependent upon the internal motivation of the job holder. Augmenting the job of a job holder
enables to raise the attitude and behavior (Hackman & Lawler, 1971). It has been found that job satisfaction is the
outcome of the characteristics of the job (Hackman & Oldham, 1980). The work context of a job boosts the employee
motivation in a manner to create a meaningful impact in other employee's life (Grant, 2007). In addition, a salespersons
customer orientation (work motivation) tends to be more if they assume high meaningfulness from their job (Thakor &
Joshi, 2003). Employee satisfaction and wok motivation is greatly affected by the variety and task significance of a job
(Rousseau, 1977).
In light of the importance of work motivation, job characteristics model is a useful instrument to identify the
components of job that can be redesigned in order to enhance the work motivation of the job holder. The idea behind
the model is to enrich the components of a job which affects the psychological state of the job holder in terms of
generating meaningfulness of the job, level of responsibility for outcomes of the work and level of knowledge of actual
results of work activities (Lunenberg, 2011). It includes five core characteristics of a job i.e. skill variety, task identity, task
significance, autonomy and job feedback. This model integrates these five job characteristics in order to calculate the
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Objectives and Methodology
In the light of discussion it becomes imperative to know the work motivation of school teachers by using job
characteristics model. With the help of score on MPS and its components, it will help the school administration to
understand the component of their job that motivates teachers. Thus, the required aspects of the job can be
redesigned accordingly which may generate higher level of work motivation from their job. So, the study aims to
identify the motivating potential score with the help of following objectives:
1.

To identify the difference in motivating potential score on the basis of experience

2.

To identify the difference in motivating potential score on the basis of age

3.

To identify the difference in motivating potential score on the basis of marital status

The present study is carried out by collecting primary data. The universe of the study remained all the teachers
teaching in CBSE affiliated schools of Jalandhar region. Using convenience sampling technique sample of 200
teachers has been taken for the purpose of study.
Standardized questionnaire by Hackman and Oldham i.e. Job diagnostic Survey (JDS) was used to collect the data from
school teachers. It consist of twenty three items on five point scale ranges from V.D.-very descriptive, M.D.- mostly
descriptive, S.D.-somewhat descriptive, M.N.-mostly non descriptive and V.N.-very non-descriptive. Considering the
model, motivating potential score is calculated using the following formula:*
(Skill variety)+ (Task identity)+(Task significance)
*Feedback *Autonomy
MPS =

________________________________________
3

After applying the formula the MPS score can vary from 1 to 125. The score between 1 to 50 stands for low motivating
potential of the job, 50 to 75 means average motivating potential of the job and 75 to 125 stands for high motivating
potential of the job contents which can motivate the job holder.Further, data was analysed using chi square test of
independence in order to identify the association of motivating potential score with gender, education and age.
For this purpose following hypothesis has been framed in order to conduct the research:
1.
2.
3.

There is no association between motivating potential score and experience
There is no association between motivating potential score and age
There is no association between motivating potential score and marital status

Results
An attempt has been made to study the relationship between motivating potential score with demographic variables
i.e. experience, age and marital status.
Length of service of an individual is positively correlated with job motivation and satisfaction (Bishay, 1996). Similarly,
difference in the job satisfaction and work motivation of the teachers with less experience and more experience has
been reported (Oladiti, 2017). Level of job satisfaction increases with the increased level of experience (Virk, 2012).
However, a study reported no association between numbers of years of experience of a teacher with job satisfaction
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overall motivating potential score (MPS) for each job's potential for motivating the job holder. These five job
characteristics lead to create three categories of psychological states which include experienced meaningfulness of
job, feeling of responsibility and knowledge of results. The outcomes depend upon the degree of the psychological
state of an individual (Aswathappa, 2017).
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(Klassen & Chiu, 2010). In addition, overall satisfaction level of employees with regard to the working environment has
no relation with years of experience of an employee (Alazab, 2018).
In light of the above discussion association between motivating potential score and experience is found as given in
table 1. Result shows a significant association between these two variables. The significance value of chi square test is
.000 which is less than .05 which signifies a relationship between experience and motivating potential score. Table 2
represents a significant association of MPS dimensions with experience. Chi square value is .002, .000, .000 and .009 for
skill variety, task identity, task significance and autonomy, respectively, with motivating potential score. It means
teachers has a concern for the degree to which job demands variety of skills, chances to complete the whole job or the
portions of a job, the impact of their work on others and the level of freedom in planning and scheduling the work
methods in order to complete the job.
Table 1. Association between Experience and MPS

Highlighting the relationship between age and motivating potential score a study identified a positive correlation
between these two variables (Boumans, Jong & Janssen, 2011). Significant difference in work motivation was identified
with age. Older employees are more inclined for work motivation with intrinsic rewards than extrinsic job
charactersticks (Inceoglu, Segers & Bartram, 2012). Preference for job characteristics of younger employees showed
lesser desire for satisfaction of higher order needs in comparison to physical conditions at work which motivates them
to contribute towards their job (Leviatan, 1992).In addition age is positively related with work motivation in general but
not with growth oriented activities (Roßnagel & Biemann, 2012).
Association between age and motivating potential score is given in table 3. The analysis shows that there is a significant
association between motivating potential score of the job of a school teacher with age. The significance value of chi
square test is less than .05 which indicates an association between MPS and age. Further, according to table 4, the
association between the five dimensions of MPS with age reflects the significant association of skill variety, task identity
and task significance with age. It means that school teachers seek more variety in their jobs as they grow older. The
need for sense of identity increases with the passage of time. They also feel that the activities performed by them
should significantly contribute towards school's performance. However, autonomy and feedback individually is not
related with age. It can be stated that every school teacher quest for freedom and time to time assessment of their work
irrespective of age.
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Table 3. Association between Age and MPS
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Several studies have discussed the relationship of work motivation and its elements with marital status. It is found that
job satisfaction, emotional intelligence (Ealias & George, 2012), achievement motivation, and organizational
commitment has an association with marital status of an individual (Salami, 2017). In support of this viewpoint another
study found a positive relation between the dimensions of job performance, namely, organizational commitment and
job satisfaction with marital status of employees (Ahmadi, 2009). Whereas, another study predicted no relationship
between job satisfaction and marital status of an employee (Bilgic, 1998).
An attempt was made to check whether any association exists between motivating potential score and marital status or
not. According to table 5 significance value of chi square test reflects that there exists no relationship between these
two variables as the value is more than 0.5 (X2 = .373). It means that whether the person is married or single has no
concern with the perception of teachers with respect to the potential of a job to motivate them.

Discussion
This study was carried out to find the relationship between motivating potential score of school teachers with
demographic variables which included age, experience and marital status. Motivating potential score consist of five
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dimensions which includes skill variety, task identity, task significance, autonomy and feedback. Results revealed
significant association of MPS with age and experience of school teachers. This result has an implication that obviously
when a teacher spends number of years on his job, grows in age as well. That is why both the demographics i.e. age and
experience shows an association with motivating potential score. With increasing experience and age teachers reach
to the higher positions and become well versed with the tasks involved in their job. So, definitely they seek more skill
variety, task identity and task significance with growing age. In addition to these dimensions of MPS, with increasing
experience the need for independence at job also increases. It means as the teachers spend more time on their job in
terms of number of years and grows older; their desire to experience meaningfulness from their job also increases.
Teachers seek for heterogeneity in their job in which they get the chances to use their diverse skill and talent, to do the
complete set of activities of their job from starting to end instead only doing the portions of their job, look for the worth
of the job in terms of impact of their job on colleagues and other persons within the school and outside the school also
and the amount of freedom given to them to decide and schedule their own work methods. However, no significant
association has been found between MPS and marital status. It can be interpreted that motivating potential score is not
affected by the fact that whether the teacher is married or single.
Conclusion
The findings of the study bring about the implication upon school management and administration to assign the tasks
to the senior and experienced school teachers in such a way which develops a sense among the teachers that their
work in the school is valuable and worthwhile. Important, critical and non routine school tasks must be given to the
senior teachers in which they can complete the work with the application of the learning's on the basis of their
experiences. Moreover, instead of giving the non teaching work, they should be involved in teaching activities
completely so that they can develop a logical progression of the course assigned to them from start to end. While
assigning the teaching activities to the experienced and older teachers, independence and freedom must be ensured
while deciding and scheduling their work methods. Also the work must be assigned as per the expertise of the teacher
so that one can quickly gel up with the task and do justice to the work. However, the school administration must ensure
strong feedback mechanism for all the teachers irrespective of their age, experience and marital status. It will definitely
lead to the overall enhancement of school functioning at large.
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Abstract
"Education is a process, not a product" – this statement is true now-a-days. An educational institution produces large
number of graduates every year and produces stresses on professionalism. The Outcome Based Education (OBE) is
one of the most important trends in higher engineering education in recent years and plays vital role in producing high
quality engineering graduates. To achieve this, a steady and continuous assessment in each course as well as industrial
training is essential. Engineering graduates must have demonstrated abilities in mathematics, science, engineering,
design, teamwork, ethics, communication, and life-long learning. To improve the quality of education the AICTE and
UGC has insisted the OBE, which focuses on input to the system, analyze what happens within the system and outputs
from the system. This paper explores the principles of outcomes-based education and relates them with professional
curriculum and helps teachers to translate the theory into practical for his/her subject handling like planning, teaching
methodology, assessment of students learning and projects.
Keywords: Curriculum planning; Education trends; Outcome Based Education
1.

Introduction

Education is a social-reflexive process that must be negotiated in classrooms on a daily basis. In the current scenario,
the quality of professional educational system is based on three perspectives namely, the inputs to the system (focuses
on finances, resources, infrastructure and facilities, etc.,), what happens within the system (focuses primarily how to
organize, control and deliver education and training), and the outputs from the system (primarily focuses on the
products or results of education). In India, the higher educational system is entirely different from other educational
system based on the following factors:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
2.

The qualifications and corresponding competencies of their graduates; (Student Outcomes, Learning
Competencies Outcomes, and Graduate Attributes)
The nature of the degree programs (Engineering) offered – UG/PG;
The qualifications of faculty members;
The types of available learning resources and the nature of linkages and community outreach activities.
Institutions should have permanent faculty members for the UG/PG program.
Allows the students, faculty members, and research staff to apply the new knowledge they generate to address
specific social development problems, broadly defined.
Learning resources and support structures are appropriate for the higher educational institutions' programs.
Introduction And Literature Review

In India, the higher educational system is entirely different from other educational system based on the assessment of
the educational in situations such as commitment to Program Excellence, the demonstration of excellent student
learning outcomes, and the development of a culture of quality. The Program excellence is manifested whether all
degree courses offered in the educational systems are accredited and it provides good infrastructure amenities
provides centers of excellence in development in research and development, national certification NBA , NAAC or NIRF
ranking, quality of teaching and learning, quality of professional exposure, research, and creative work, support for
students, and relations with the community, research and publications for institutions, creative work and relevant
extension programs for colleges; and employability or linkages for professional institutes.
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There are two kinds of OBE namely lower case OBE (obe) and upper case obe (OBE). The lower case OBE (obe)
describes a curriculum statement which reflects the curriculum designers to design the framework of curriculum and
syllabus statement. It also provides broad learning outcomes that summaries the skills, knowledge and
understanding. The upper case OBE uses Spady [1] principles, and deals with the system that what happens in
classroom and how the students to turn out at the end of their education. Thus, the Spady process produces the
following.
a.
b.
c.

Student should serve as a decision makers
Student shall face any kind of problems once they leave the institution
The performance of the student outcomes identify that, what students will be able to do, what they have learned
and what they will be like after the graduation

Thus, OBE is also called as Performance-Based Education (PBE). The outcomes are specified in terms of individual
student learning. The model rejects the traditional focus on educational inputs and content and time allocation. The
assessment of traditional system is based on examination, test, assignment and quality control from teaching
evaluation. Instead, OBE focuses on desired results. In India, higher education course has been taught in terms of
university syllabus and curriculum, which describes what is to be taught. But, teachers taught in the class room and
students understanding the subject taught by the faculty members are quite different. Now, AICTE is insisting all the
educational institution is trying to achieve certain specified outcomes in terms of individual student learning. According
to this, the expectation on students under OBE is:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Students expected to be demonstrate a challenging task other than memorize and reproduce what was target
Students should be able to write project proposals, complete project, analyze case studies, give case present,
show their abilities to think questions, research and development, and make decisions based on their findings
Be more creative, able to analyze and synthesize information
Able to plan and organize a task, able to work in a team as a community to provide a solution and market their
solution also.

Mamary [2] discusses OBE in schools and clearly point out the following:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

All students have talent and it is the job of schools to develop it.
The role of schools is to find ways for students to succeed, rather than students to fail.
Excellence is for every child and not just a few.
By preparing students every day for success the next day, the need for correctives will be reduced.
Students should collaborate in learning rather than compete.
No child should be excluded from any activity in a school.
A positive attitude is essential

Biggs and Tang [3] discusses OBE, learning outcomes are used for the sole purpose of enhancing teaching and
learning. In this model, instructors must first clearly state and communicate the intended learning outcomes, and
minimum acceptable standards for success are established so that students understand what is expected of them.
Instructors then select instructional strategies that will help students to gain the desired skills, knowledge or values.
Finally, instructors choose assessments that are constructively aligned with the learning outcomes and provide
evidence that these have been achieved.
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The OBE is an educational approach that focuses on the growth attributes or outcomes after completion of the
academic program. This means that, what is important for students to be able to do, organizing the curriculum,
instruction and assessment to make sure that learning ultimately happens. That is, the most important feature of
outcomes-based education is that all students are expected to be successful.
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3.

OBE Implementation In Professional Institutions

A major goal of an Engineering program is to provide students with the necessary preparation to compete the
professional careers in their fields and the motivation for personal and professional growth through lifelong learning.
Hence, we have to design the overall program objectives and outcomes for each course they are learning. The
evaluations to be conducted based on the accreditation process NAAC/NBA. Every program that runs in the faculty or
department has its own outcomes and every course that offered in the department also need to have its own
outcomes. The lists of steps are as follows:
Improving the Quality of Teaching and Learning process
It is the responsibility of individual institutions through their faculty and external bodies like the AICTE/UGC. The major
roles are:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Whether the institutions must pay systematic attention to teaching learning process
To provides institutions and faculty members with adequate resources available in the campus
To foster progress towards four-year degrees programs
To foster the attainment of the program educational objectives by the graduates based on NBA/NAAC.

Teaching Strategies for OBE
The basic principle of teaching is only teaching if learners learn. There are two basic approaches in teaching: teachercentered approach and student centered approach. Teacher centered approach is also called as direct instruction,
deductive teaching or expository teaching. In this method of teaching, the teacher controls what is to be taught and
how students are presented with the information they are to learn. Student-centered approach also referred as
discovery learning, inductive learning, or inquiry learning. In this method, the teacher has much less direct control over
what and how students learn. In either approach, the teacher has a central role as both the planner and the facilitator of
student learning.
The teaching strategies are lecturing, whole-class discussion, group work, co- operative learning, problem-solving,
student research, examination, conducting test, writing assignment and so on. Before teaching, the teacher should
keep the following points in his/her minds:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

The teacher focus should be on learning rather than teaching.
Students cannot learn if they do not think.
The subject to teach by the teachers shall link with other subjects.
Teachers should have a responsibility to help students to learn and how to learn.
Teacher should ensure that all students can learn and succeed but not on the same day and not in the same way.
Teacher cannot assume that all students will learn equally well such as small-group discussion, will learn the
same things in any fixed period of time.
Teacher should help all students to achieve the outcomes related to what you teach; teacher must be flexible by
way of teaching for each student at any particular time.
Every teacher should create a proper learning environment so that students work relatively independently.
Teachers must consider their own knowledge, skills, attitudes, available resources, relationship between
particular outcomes, and any other constraints relevant to the outcomes.

The outcomes-based education should include the following:
Ÿ
Ÿ
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A clear set of minimum outcomes that all students will achieve.
Teachers will need to select from all the possible outcomes, those that should be given top priority. They should
be written in language that the students can understand.

Ÿ
Ÿ

The program outcomes focus on those abilities that are measurable at the successful end of a student's academic
program. Performance Skills and Abilities are emphasized throughout the 4-year undergraduate program in order to
prepare students to be successful engineers and to meet the institute Program Educational Outcomes.
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ

An ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and applied sciences
An ability to design and conduct experiments, as well as to analyze and interpret data
An ability to formulate or design a system, process, or program to meet desired needs
An ability to identify and solve applied science problems
An understanding of professional and ethical responsibility
An ability to communicate effectively
The broad education necessary to understand the impact of solutions in a global and societal context
A recognition of the need for and an ability to engage in life-long learning
A knowledge of contemporary issues
An ability to use the techniques, skills, and modern scientific and technical tools necessary for professional
practice
Identification of a limited number of performance indicators for each outcome such as:
² Faculty and Support Staff
² Alignment of Curriculum with learning outcomes
² Facilities and Learning Environment
² Classroom assessment and program review systems
² Evaluation (strength, weakness, effectiveness)
² Leadership and Institutional Support
² Industry-Academic Linkage
² Use of evaluation data to Continuous quality improvement
Existence of a recorded process for assessment and evaluation of the student outcomes and the program
educational objectives.
Evidence that results of the evaluation of student outcomes and results of the evaluation of program
educational objectives are utilized to make changes in the program processes such as course syllabi,
curriculum, and any other aspect of the program to improve the degrees to which the student outcomes and
program educational objectives are achieved.
Existence of feedback to and from all concerned stakeholders on the achievement of undergraduate students
for the student outcomes and graduates for the achievement of the program educational objectives.
Existence of a Continuous Quality Improvement program with adequate supporting resources.

With Outcome-based Teaching and Learning (OBTL), an introductory course in computer hardware, programming
logic, basic electrical and electronics engineering circuit design and testing, basic engineering drawing and
communication skill is to be taught.
A brief course description of this course is as follows:
1.
2.
3.

This course is a foundation core course for all students in the first year of study for the bachelor degree in
engineering.
This course introduces the scope and purpose of basic engineering.
This course discusses the basic design, testing of equipment, programming logic and how to use computers in
various places for planning, control and decision-making.
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Ÿ

A detailed specification of the prerequisites that students must master before attempting to achieve each new
outcomes.
Plans for several different teaching strategies that can be used to help students achieve the desired learning
outcomes.
A variety of tests (at different levels) to provide both the teacher and the students with feedback.
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4.

Assessment Criteria Of Obe

OBTL is an approach where teaching and learning activities are developed to support the learning outcomes. The
major component of OBTL is to design the assessment. Instructors are advised to use a range of authentic assessment
tasks that demand not only understanding of content but also a range of abilities such as language use, information
processing, critical thinking, problem solving, and decision making. Outcome-Based Assessment (OBA) encourages
self-reflection and helps develop students' capacity for inquiry. The assessment tasks used in the course are evaluated
and shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Evaluation of Assessment Task

In an OBE system, assessment procedure should be valid, reliable and should give consistent results. The assessment
procedures should be fair and it should not be influenced by any irrelevant factors such as the learner's cultural
background. An assessment should reflect the knowledge and skills that are most important for students to learn and
support every student's opportunity to learn things that are important and should allow the individuality to be
demonstrated.
There are two basic types of outcomes from any educational system. The first one is a performance indicator which
includes test results, record/assignment completion rates, employment rates, achievements etc. The second type is
usually expressed in terms of what students know, are they able to do, or are like as a result of their education. Hence,
curriculum design should be a clear definition of the significant learning that students to achieve at the end of their
professional education.
The outcome-based approach may be satisfactory for areas of training, demonstration, and low-level skills such as
those required in vocational courses. Table 2 lists defining characteristics of the OBE and procedural-inquiry models.
Table 2: Characteristics of OBE and Procedural Inquiry Model of Education
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The procedural-inquiry model does not start with the specification of ends or outcomes, but with the principles of
procedure for doing inquiry in a particular field or form of knowledge, course, program, and finally, national agenda. It is
about teaching through inquiry, and evaluating teaching and learning through teacher classroom research.
Results And Discussions

In an OBE system, the teachers first decides the outcomes that should assist the students to achieve those outcomes
(i.e., deciding on content and teaching strategies), and decides how to determine when students have achieved the
outcomes (i.e., deciding on assessment and reporting procedures). The successful graduates should have the
following properties:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
6.

Demonstrate understanding and mastery of the subject knowledge and skills required for effective professional
practice in the field of specialization.
Exercise critical and creative thinking in providing solutions to discipline-related problems.
Apply effective communication skills, both orally and in writing, using the English language.
Utilize lifelong learning skills in pursuit of personal development and excellence in professional practice
Hold personal values and beliefs as ethical professional consistent with family values, industry-desired values
and global citizen values.
Contribute to nation-building and national development through application of new technology
Work effectively in multi-disciplinary and multicultural teams
Conclusion

In this paper, we discuss the OBE about planning, teaching, evaluation and implementation based on simple questions:
What do we want students to learn? Why do we want students to learn? How can we best help students to learn? How
will we know when students have learned? The institutions should give assurance to the students to produce
graduates with relevant competencies and for student employability. The achievement of few graduates is not a
sufficient. The implementation of OBE is a complex process and provides a framework for students to acquire the
necessary competencies, curriculum mapping to enable both teachers and students, relationship among learning
outcomes, learning opportunities,curriculum content and the assessment of students. Thus, in this scenario, an OBE
system is to be implemented in all technical institution particularly higher education system.
7.
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Introduction
Stress is a universal element and persons from nearly every walk of life have to face stress.(Subha, Ahmad 2009) Stress
is not new experience to all of us, it's seen as modern society's illness, as most people, no matter how well adjusted, will
suffer at least short-term distress while they negotiate periods of transition, trauma, challenges and loss. Stress has
great impact on one performance and efficiency; however, the intense pressure and the demands of coping determine
the consequence of stress on performance. (Shadiya Mohamed Saleh Baqutayan, 2015)
Topper (2007) and Campbell (2006) stated one common definition of stress and explained the aspect of stress like an
occurrence of feelings out of pressure which happens to a person. (Agolla & Ongori, 2009, p. 64)
Fred Luthans(1995) defines Stress as an adaptive response towards external situation resulting in physical,
psychological deviation and/or changing of behaviour among the members of an organization. Stress will not happen
instantaneously; instead it happens through a long process. Not all stress is negative. De Cenzo and Robbins (1999)
stated that stress could be manifested both in negative and positive ways. Stress is said to be positive if it improves
performance and is said to be negative if it hinders work performance. (Premavathy N. & Mohamed N. Rafiq, 2014).
When people under stress are making a difficult decision, they may pay more attention to the upsides of the
alternatives they're considering and less to the downsides. The increased focus on the positive also helps explain why
stress plays a role in addictions, and people under stress have a harder time controlling their urges. (Mather 2012)
While playing or umpiring in game of cricket it is always a greater pressure to perform well in front of millions of people
and keep the good momentum of the current value. Whenever someone is on the field of play he always think about
what is going to happen and how the performance will play a major part in his life. This pressure always knocks his door
in every game.
Fig. 1: Attributes of an Umpire

(Source: Researcher's own)
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“Decision-making in today's game is in my opinion tougher than when I started umpiring 22 years ago because more
people see evidence that we may not get to see on the ground at the time. The role of an umpire today is much more
than just making decisions.” (Simon Taufel, Former ICC elite panel umpire, 2013)

The primary aim of the present study is helpful to analyze the various stress and pressure situations which Umpires are
facing before during & after the match and how they deal with these situations. These situations are having a both
positive and negative impact on their performance.
More specifically, the objectives are:
1.

To identify stressors to umpires & players before, during & after the match.

2.

To analyze the stress level of cricket umpire while handling the game of cricket.

3.

To identify and enumerate the factors responsible for the stress situations and there resolutions.

4.

To interrogate the perception of various factors responsible for the symbiotic relationship between pressure
situations and ongoing solving activities to cope up with the most stressed pressure stipulation

5.

To find the relationship of EI and stress level of the umpires.

Methodology
Sample
50 Cricket Umpires (of District, State and National level) have been contacted through convenient sampling method.
They are personally interviewed to get the desired information in the structured format.
Pre-testing of Research Instrument
The questionnaire was administered to a pilot group of 10% of representative sample and the test of reliability and
validity were applied. {Crobach Alpha Score =0.856} since the score is more than {0.7} hence the questionnaire used in
the research was reliable.
Analysis and Interpretation
H0 1: There is a No significant relation between Physical Stressors before and during the match for Umpires.
Table 1: Physical Stressors (Before and During)

Spearman's rank Correlation was applied between Physical Stressors before and during the game. Table shows the
Highly Significant Correlation was found (r= 0.850, p<0.001) for Umpires between Physical Stressors before and during
the game. This shows that almost same Physical stressors are present in the severity for an Umpire before and during
the game. Restlessness, Blood Pressure Fluctuations, Sweating, Frequent Urination, Dizziness, Muscle Tension,
Shortness of breath, Fatigue, Insomnia, Headache, Stomach Upset, Excessive Sleeping etc. have been taken under
study as physical stressors for umpires.
Hence, the Null Hypothesis is rejected.
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H0 2: There is a No significant relation between Mental Stressors before and during the match for Umpires.
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Table 2: Mental Stressors (Before and During)

Similarly Highly Significant Correlation was found (r= 0.879, p<0.001) for Umpires between Mental Stressors before and
during the game. This shows that almost same Mental Stressors are present in the severity for an Umpire before and
during the game. Anxiety, lack of confidence, mood swings, depression, low energy, hypersensitivity to criticism, nail
biting, media/public avoidance etc. have been considered as mental stressors for this study.
Hence, the Null Hypothesis is rejected.
H0 3: There is a no significant impact of Physical and Mental Stress on successful performance for Umpires
(Personal level).
Table 3: How much Physical and Mental Stress Contribute in successful performance? - Personal

Further Z test is applied on Physical and Mental Stressors Table showing how much Stress contributes in successful
performance. In comparison of Physical and Mental Stressors a Non significant difference in the severity was found
which contribute in successful performance at personal level (Z=-0.801, p>0.05).
Hence it can be said that both Physical and Mental Stress contribute in successful performance.
Hence, the Null Hypothesis is rejected.
H0 4: There is a non – significant contribution of Self, Team and Organization in successful performance for
Umpires (Cricket related).
Table 4: How much they Contribute in successful performance? – Cricket

One way ANOVA was applied to check which Stress (Self, Co- Umpire and Organization) contribute more significantly in
successful performance. The test result shown Significant difference (F=4.65, p=<0.05) in Self, Co-Umpire and
Organization impact in effectiveness in successful performance.
The mean value shows that self factor contribute more in successful performance in comparison of CO-Umpire and
organization.
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Hence, the Null Hypothesis is rejected.

Table 5: How much they Create stress and hinder performance? - Personal

Z test is applied on while doing comparison of Physical and Mental Stressors a Non significant difference in the severity
of Physical and Mental Stressors was found that hinder the performance at personal level. (Z=0.520, p>0.05). Hence it
can be said that both Physical as well as Mental Stressors play their role in hindering the performance at Personal level.
Hence, the Null Hypothesis is rejected.
H0 6: There is a non – significant contribution of Self, Team and Organization in hindering the performance for
Umpires (Cricket related)
Table 6: How much they Create stress and hinder performance? – Cricket related

In response to question a Non significant difference in the severity was found Self, Co-Umpire and Organization
(F=1.863, p>0.05). The values show that self contribute more as compared to the Co-Umpire and Organization in
creating stress and hinder performance.
Hence, the Null Hypothesis is rejected.
Methods of dealing with Stress (Fig. 2)
Stress is that kind of situation in which nobody wants to remain for a longer period of time same is the case with
respondents, they adopt different sources to come out from the stress like most of the respondents listening to music
to get come out from stress because music relax their mindset and push back them to their routine work.
One of the most useful sources of come out from the stress is forget the things that someone can't change. Many
respondents get proper sleep to come out from the stress because proper sleep gives the rest to the whole body and
relax your mindset.
Yoga also a major tool for calm down and re-strengthen the power and energy and if respondents discipline their
thoughts and be positive always than also they can deal with the Stress situation.
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H0 5: There is a non – significant contribution of Physical and Mental Stress in hindering the performance for
Umpires (Personal level).
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Fig. 2: Methods of dealing with stress

(Source: Primary data)
Implications & Conclusions
1.

Life & Soft Skills required to do Umpiring are Team Work, Communication, Leadership, Initiative and Conflict
Management according to the top five ranks given by the Umpires.

2.

Mental Skills are concerned as pre requisite for Umpiring are Decision Making, Concentration, Sharpe
Observation, Knowledge of Rules and Regulations and Judgment as per study.

3.

Physical Skills required to do Umpiring are Fitness, Reflexes, Stamina, Right/Proper response to appeals and
Sharpe eye sight and Sharp Hearing according to the top five ranks given by the Umpires.

4.

The key learning point from the research study can be applied in learning and development.

5.

The coaching, mentoring and personalized training becomes imperative for this highly expertized field of
knowledge.

6.

Psycho-emotional intelligence of umpires makes all the difference till the game and its fairness hence this skill is
a challenge to L&D.

7.

There is huge scope of further studies in overall wellness and well-being of players.

8.

This study has vast replicability in other fields of sports.
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Case Study
NCD Prevention And Arogya World’s Healthy Workplace Program
Usha Chander

Head, Healthy Workplace Program for Arogya World India Trust

A global non-profit entity with an India Trust based of Bangalore, Arogya World is committed to change the course of
chronic disease, one community at a time. The organization believes deeply in prevention. As diabetes and
hypertension reach catastrophic levels in India, Arogya World has highlighted this urgent health crisis, and is
implementing programs for prevention through lifestyle changes in schools, workplaces, and the community.
India’s public health burden is indeed staggering, worsened and strained by Non Communicable Diseases (NCDs), at a
time when the country is still affected by malnutrition, high under-5 childhood mortality rates, high maternal mortality,
infectious diseases including TB, malaria, HIV etc. NCDs have grown to represent one of the major health and
development challenges of the century, both globally and in India.
India is a young country with two-thirds of the population under 35 years of age and a significant number of them spend
much of their time at workplaces. Even though India’s workforce is much younger on average, certain lifestyle diseases
are much more prevalent in India when compared with other countries. A World Health Organization (WHO) study
estimates that 2.6 million Indians will succumb to coronary heart disease (CHD) by 2020.
Diabetes is another major disease threat in India affecting people in their 30s and 40s which is 10 years earlier than
Americans for instance. Studies indicate that nearly 98 million people in india may have Type 2 diabetes by 2030 which
is a major public health issue. Globally, the rate of infectious diseases is decreasing and those of NCDs are increasing.
NCDs cause two out of three deaths today; six times as many deaths as HIV/AIDS, TB, and malaria combined.
Increasing burden of NCDs has had not only obvious health implications but also economic and development
consequences. Chronic diseases such as diabetes, hypertension or heart attacks can often be traced back to lifestyle
choices. Long working hours, unhealthy diets, lack of exercise, and stress. According to the World Economic Forum, if
no action is taken, the cumulative economic impact of NCDs including mental health would be huge over the next two
decades.
Although multiple studies, including the landmark Diabetes Prevention Program, have proven that exercising for 30
minutes a day, 6 hours of sleep, and a healthy diet, can reduce the chances of developing NCDs by 60%, there has been
slow movement in India towards this type of preventive health care. The current health care system is mainly equipped
to treat NCDs on an individual basis on those that are already developed and diagnosed, but there is still a lot to be
accomplished in promoting healthy lifestyles to prevent NCDs. While there has been some public awareness, in its
messaging by the government in popular media, content has been limited to anti-addiction and cure, and there has
been limited supportive infrastructure or community around individuals to incentivize them to make healthy life
choices to prevent NCDs.
Knowing that diabetes worsens over time leading to heart disease, kidney disease, stroke, foot amputations, and
blindness, businesses that employ millions of young Indians, have to seriously consider an employer approach to
improving employee health, which will help them mitigate sick leave and absenteeism, reduced productivity, and
increased healthcare costs. It is expected that there will be 869 million working-age Indians by 2020, making
workplaces a smart platform for tackling NCDs.
Dr. Nalini Saligram, Founder & CEO of Arogya World realised with great urgency that the competitiveness of Indian
companies and of India on the global stage, cannot be compromised and something must be done. This is the
beginning of the story of Arogya World and its Healthy Workplace Program.
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mDiabetes is Arogya’s flagship one million person diabetes prevention mHealth program in India which uses simple
text messages to educate 1 million people and has helped 150,000 people lead a healthier life. It seeks to induce 4
simple behaviour change techniques -2-3 fruits a day, 2-3 vegetables a day, regular exercise and avoidance of fried
foods. Arogya World has added one more feather in the cap with its schools’ program where the target population are
students between the ages of 11-13. Children of this age group were chosen because they are open to new ideas and
are hoped to be enthusiastic supporters. A pilot school’s program was launched in Delhi in the year 2011 – 2012, which
was based on playing games, and other creative techniques fit for these children. This program involved 10 workshops
with students spread over a period of two years. The organisation measured the effectiveness by collecting baseline
and end line data and assembled solid documentation to show the high impact of the program. This program is
particularly important because the alumni of these schools are the future work force of the country.
Arogya World’s research on the companies operating in India found that the majority of the employees in the biggest
corporations in India are young people. This led Dr. Nalini to the idea of pioneering a healthy workplace project in the
year 2012. The intention was to turn the employers into ambassadors to spread a healthy lifestyle in the company and
beyond, through an accreditation program where in the companies are recognized for their effort in employee health
and wellness and celebrated among their peers.
Company sponsored wellness programs have to include activities such as companysponsored exercise, weight-loss
competitions, educational seminars, tobacco-cessation programs and health screenings that are designed to help
employees eat better, lose weight and improve their overall physical health. A healthy workforce means a better
bottom line, more productivity, greater competitive advantage.
Criteria that mark a workplace in India as “healthy” were developed in 2012 by Arogya World with the input of multiple
stakeholders, the first step of its Healthy Workplace program. The criteria were jointly developed by Arogya World and
the Public Health Foundation of India (PHFI), after intense deliberations and prior multi-stakeholder consultations with
the IT sector, allied organizations and medical experts at a Bangalore workshop organized by Arogya World in February
2012. These criteria were designed to promote workplace wellness, help reduce the burden of NCDs, and offer
companies a competitive edge via increased talent retention and higher productivity.
The Healthy Workplace award involves a 5-Criteria standard which entails (i) a tobacco policy, i.e. companies
encourage employees to quit tobacco; (ii) promoting healthy eating by serving healthy food in the cafeterias and
common rooms; (iii) encouraging physical activity amongst employees, and (iv) promoting work-life balance and
shifting mind sets amongst the leadership to practice healthy lifestyles to inspire other employees.
There are 4 levels of certification of a healthy workplace – Bronze, Silver, Gold and Platinum. The main criteria remain
the same across all levels but companies have to take more intense measures to qualify for higher levels. For e.g. to
qualify for a Bronze award, a company must not serve junk food during meetings, but to qualify for a gold award, the
workplace’s cafeteria must not stock any food with trans fats along with meeting 80% of the criteria for the specific level.
In 2015 a new level of Healthy Workplace Award was initiated - the Platinum Award. Work places that are Gold Level
Healthy Workplaces, gather and submit data such as productivity, absenteeism, NCD risk factors in their employee
population. Workplaces work with Arogya World and its partners to calculate the business benefits, Value on
Investment (VOI) from workplace wellness.
All Healthy Workplace companies are invited to an Annual Awards Ceremony, which occurs around World Diabetes
Day, in November each year. At this event all Healthy Workplaces come together with academic researchers, social
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In early 2010, Dr. Nalini organized workshops and conferences to understand the scope of the problem. After speaking
to several industry experts, she came to the conclusion that young people are the most vulnerable but the easiest to
change, and can become sustainable ambassadors of healthy lifestyles. In 2010, she registered Arogya World (Arogya
in Sanskrit
means to live a life without diseases) and thus began Arogya World’s journey into prevention of NCDs.
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change makers, public health experts and government partners to discuss and share best practices to inspire existing
companies to move to a higher level of certification.
The leading companies are encouraged to nominate other companies to undergo Arogya World’s assessment and be
part of the Healthy Workplaces community. Arogya World’s aim is to create a peer group of the Healthy Workplaces to
be the leaders for promoting healthy lifestyles in the Indian industrial sector, and to inspire other companies as well. In
2013, the Healthy Workplaces Program had 9 companies on board, which grew to 18 companies in 2014 and 27
companies in 2015. At the end of 2018, Arogya World has managed to on board 116 companies as healthy workplaces.
Please see: http://arogyaworld.org/programs/healthy-workplaces/.
In collaboration with One Mind, we are showcasing and encouraging companies in India to do more for mental health.
We held a half day session on mental health in the workplace at the 2018 Annual Healthy Workplace Conference &
Award Event. We have released two case studies of our Healthy Workplaces in India doing extraordinary work to
improve mental health in the workplace. Each has tackled and successfully deployed mental health programs across
their large workforce (>100,000 employees).
Today’s industry confronts complex human capital challenges, while the nation faces a huge NCD burden. Arogya
World’s Healthy Workplace program helps meet both challenges. As chronic disease and stress levels soar and
attrition rates rise, it’s imperative that companies shift from illness containment to wellness promotion. Such a
paradigm shift would boost positive work outcomes, improve organizational excellence and promote employee
retention.

“Overthinking

is

the

biggest

cause

of

our

unhappiness. Keep yourself occupied. Keep your
mind off things that don’t help you. ”
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Taking That Extra Step To Ensure Health And Happiness For Jivites
Meenakshi Singh

Head, Human Resources Jiva Ayurveda
A happy and healthy workforce is the bedrock on which a company thrives. Business pundits often opine that 'only
happy employees can make your customers happy', and that is true for all business, small or big.
Good remuneration, growth opportunities, a productive work environment, job safety—these phrases have become
common parlance among human resource managers. Most companies offer these, but the ones that attract the
crème- de-la-crème of talents must go one step further in keeping the smile on their workforce.
Jiva Ayurveda is a pan-Indian organization, with a workforce as diverse as our country, but as close-knit as one family.
What do we do differently? At Jiva Ayurveda, we focus not just on the physical aspect, but also on the emotional and
spiritual aspects of each employee. Here are a few glimpses of how we strive every day to keep Jivites smiling.
Prabhat Prarthana—each day starts with a prayer
Being an Ayurvedic healthcare organization, we strongly believe in the tenet “Sarve Bhavantu Sukhinah, Sarve Santu
Niramaya”, which means may all be happy and healthy. In Ayurveda, true health is not just the mere absence of disease,
it means a combination of healthy body, mind and spirit. Every morning Jivites partake in a communal prayer that
reminds them of the importance of holistic health.
In addition to that, the Swaras and Ragas of the morning prayer have subtle healing powers that calm the mind and
prepare us all for the day ahead. You will be amazed at how big a difference a simple prayer in the morning can make.
AyurVardaan—the gift of Ayurveda
AyurVardaan is an ongoing health initiative for Jivites. On the first day of every month, Jivites gather together for a
theme- based special interactive knowledge sharing session. Expert doctors speak on current health topics and
themes such as Cool Sumers, Detox, You are What You Digest.
Ayurvedic tests such as Prakriti Test, Mind Tests and Toxicity Tests are regularly conducted that does two things. First, it
assesses the results of previous month's health activities. And, secondly, it helps Jivites plan their lifestyles ahead.
Throughout the month, emailers containing Ayurvedic health tips are shared.
Promoting work-life balance with simple steps
Electronic Detox: Smartphones have become unnatural appendages today, and compulsively checking it for new
messages is a new-age malady. People wake-up in the middle of the night to check Facebook, WhatsApp and whatnot,
that agitates the mind. The result-sleepless nights, exhaustion, irritation and stress! Jivites are encouraged to keep the
phone away when they get up in the morning and stop using it at least 30 minutes before going to bed. This time should
be used to practise Yoga, or to introspect on the day's activities, which brings us to the topic of Swadhyay.
Swadhyay—Self-development through Self-realization: Introspection and self-realization is a great virtue that is
becoming increasingly rare in millennials. Under the Swadhyay initiative, we provide Jivites the unique opportunity to
learn how to introspect, discover one's own shortcomings and then take the right steps to improve oneself.
Jivananda—Ayurvedic Routines: Every action—physical, mental or spiritual, has an impact on our health and
happiness. We often make incorrect decisions regarding our diets and lifestyle, which eventually can become the
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cause for serious health problems. Ayurveda mitigates that by recommending ideal steps. Dr Partap Chauhan,
Founder-Director of Jiva Ayurveda has compiled these routines into an easy to follow format known as Jivananda. It is a
set of easy-to-follow guidelines on diet, steps for meditation and advices on how and when to wake up and go to bed at
night.
Retreat at Jivagram—Centre for Wellbeing: Jivagram—Centre for Wellbeing is a wellness retreat inspired by the
ideology of healing by being one with nature - the nurturer. Jivites and their family members are welcome to check-in at
any time and benefit from the state-of-the- art therapeutic facilities under the care of senior doctors and experts at
discounted costs.
Engagement via Jiva Health App: The Jiva Health App delivers easy and practical health tips, instructional videos, diet
tips and lots more, every day. The app also allows users to chat with experts, seek medical help, track their health
progress, refill medicines, and order Jiva wellness products just with a few taps!
Weekly Yoga Sessions: Each week, our yoga guru guides us on simple yoga positons for stress relief, strength and
posture. Once a month a 30-minute yoga session is also organized during which complete yoga routines are practised.
Extending the benefits of Ayurveda beyond Jivites—Our CSR Activities
Our corporate wellness wing, Jiva AyurCorp conducts hundreds of corporate healthcare camps around India. In these
camps, Jiva doctors provide free consultations and yoga sessions to employees of leadingcompanies such as IBM,
L&T, Concentrix, Lenskart and Sapient to name a few.
Employees get the opportunity of a one-on-one meeting with a senior doctor to consult regarding their health
problems and get Ayurvedic treatment. Workshops, yoga sessions and meditation sessions are also organized during
these camps.
With the change in workforce demography, and especially with millennials in the mix, human resource managers are
faced with the challenge of bridging the gap between what employees expect and what organizations have to offer.
Corporate wellness is no longer a 'performance perk', it has taken centre-stage in driving employee satisfaction,
productivity and thereby the company's bottom line.

“Don't be afraid to show who you really are,
because remember, as long as you are happy with
yourself, no one else's opinion matters.”
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“being Good –
Feelings Are For Human Values And Habits For Ethics”
Author: Dr Nanditesh Nilay
Published by:
Kautilya Books, 2019
Reviewed by :
Dr Vinod Kumar Jha

Associate Professor
Postgraduate Department of English
S. K. M. University, Dumka

Journey with Being Good
“Being Good” which I just chanced to read and found it so compellingly thought- provoking that I could not but
write a review of it.I have tried to arrange my impressions of the book into a format and I had a hard time putting
this book to a class or genre of writing because packed into its 147 or so pages is the life of the contemporary,
current urban India happening now and here, presented in all its myriad complexities and contradictions. Then I
looked for the central motif which could characterize this brilliantly original book and I found it towards the end:
pause and ponder.
Being Good captures the contemporary mood of the times, the zeitgeist, and interprets its implications for our
future. The changes of the last two decades, beginning from about the end of the last millennium, riding the third
wave of capitalism which have been fuelled by the rapid technological innovation in electronics and materials
have transformed our society to a point where we are in a dire need to introspect where we are heading. These
changes, which the writer rightly calls fast and furious, have been clinically efficiently exploited by the market
forces and the corporate world working hand in glove to create a consumer society sucked into an inexorable
self- regulated process of earning, more earning, profit making, more profit making, spending more and more
spending,and it goes on and on and on .... The book stops us and confronts us with the question- where? Where
are we heading? Like a policeman, stopping a racing biker and warning him, this great motivator and crusader of
human values sounds the alarm, to stop and listen, to pause and ponder, and to see that this juggernaut of
consumerism in its blind onward rush is crushing human values and making a machine of man.
The pace and power of these changes has impacted on the whole of the Indian society but the middle class in
particular seems to have been caught off guard and is bearing the brunt of this brutal onslaught of the market. A
relative rise in prosperity and living style has blinded this class to the heavy toll this process is taking on them in
terms of spiritual and physical health. Ironically, it is this very Indian middle class which at this moment of
dramatic growth of globalization finds itself in the forefront of this epoch-making process. Not only India’s
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economic growth depends upon this burgeoning class but also that India’s role as manufacturing and services
bub of the world will be fuelled by this segment of society. The demands and commands of the market and the
corporate world have trapped this class in a vicious circle where while it helps to accelerate the market growth, it
is also being consumed by the process of the same market growth.
Views and opinions about the situation are regularly appearing, both in print and electronic media, but they
present only a fragmented view of the situation. Being Good presents a comprehensive picture. The book
consists of four chapters, each chapter dealing with one specific aspect of ever changing scene. The first
chapter, The Neo Powerful, presents a very subtle analysis of how that inborn craze for power affects the
behavioural patterns of all classes, the powerful and the powerless alike. The writer writes, “Power constructs a
mindset .... It directs and shapes the person as a grabber who later becomes busy doing everything to sustain that
power”. It is very interesting to read the description of how mobile has silently slided into the social psyche and
how it is controlling and guiding our activities and relationships. For example, it has given a voice and upper
mobility to the voiceless, the powerless.
The second chapter, Money at the Top, constitutes the core of the book where the characteristic qualities of Dr.
Nilay as a writer and thinker are on full display, his keen sense of observation, attention to details, his gentle touch
of irony, his abiding sense of purpose, and his lean, clean and persuasive prose style. The chapter also presents
the central context and the concern of the book, the diminishing values. He sums up the situation in a very short
and pithy sentence, “Today value is a synonym of financial value”. His gentle touch of irony that he so dexterously
uses throughout the book can hardly hide his deep sense of worry and fear at the whole social structure hurtling
towards a pattern of living and routine conditioned by the market forces, where making profit and more profit is
the rule with no exception.
At times, where the writer describes how an erratic eating style of the middle class is so ominously affecting their
health and body, he becomes real angry, and then he puts aside his gentle irony, takes a hunter or a hammer in
his hands as it were, and seems to be hitting the bulging tummies of those who recklessly gorge themselves on
unhealthy but fashionable food, just for ostentation.
The third chapter, Designation the Next, takes us to the central question of the book which opens it, and runs as a
unifying thread through the narrative: Who is a good human being? The book beings with a small bird intervening
in a conversation between mountain and the sea, with the forest listening with intent. They are arguing about who
is stronger. The little bird is not convinced by their assertions. Finally, the mother earth comes to the rescue of the
worried little bird with her emphatic answer: No one is stronger than a Good Human Being.
And the bird, the metaphor for the writer, begins a quest for a good human being through the world of today’s
India. It is in this very chapter that he brings his range of reading, his deep understanding of human psychology
and sociology to bear upon his vivid delineation of the modern man and his identity crisis and how he gratifies his
ego. He rues the diminishing sense of morality in different professions but he is particularly despondent about
this trend infecting even the teaching profession.
And finally the last and concluding chapter, Also Human Values, where we meet Dr. Nilay, the philosopher, a
nationalist and above all, a liberal humanist. A very remarkable piece is his explication of the dichotomy between
the practical and the idealist and how he pleads for balance between the two for a meaningful and fulfilling life.
And now for the final answer to the first and the ultimate question: Who is a good human being? The answer is
simple and shockingly so, given by Swami Vivekanand: They above live who live for others. This is an answer
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universally and eternally accepted, accepted by the scriptures:

ijksidkj% iq.;k; ikik; ijihMue~] dictated by
osnO;kl ijfgr ljl /kjeughaHkkbZ] attested by Tulsidas, oS".ko tu rks rsus dfg;s ts ihM ijk;h tk.ks js] authenticated
It is difficult to think of a time more opportune and apt for the publication of a book like this. It is an honest and
urgent effort to remind and warn the present generation about ignoring and defying the values which have been
eternally and universally realised and accepted as indispensable and irrepressible values that can never be
substituted. We all know that Gandhiji believed in making man before making the nation. Individual human
beings are the living and organic bricks with which only the nation could be built. If people lose their sense of
values they can never qualify as components of a nation that may justifiably look forward to a vibrant and
dynamic future.

“Imagination is more important than knowledge.
Knowledge is limited. Imagination encircles the
world.”
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by Gandhi, and now reminded by this book.
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